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LETTER or Tr A NSMITT L.
s

DrrAirrNI ENT 01 TM: INTERIOR,
BITEAU OF EDUCATION,

a8 hington, June, 25, 1920,
. Sliii I am transmitting herewith for publication as a bulletin of

the Bureau of Educatiim a manuscript on the Reorganization of Sci-
ence in Secondary Schools, prepared bythe science committee.of the
Commizision on Reorganization of ,Secondary Education appoqited
by the National Education Association. Through an agreement with
the National Education Association, the Bureau of Education is pub -
lishing all the reports of this commission. In the reconstruction to
meet the new vonditions following the war, much attention is being
!riven to readjustment of 'science courses in high schools, and this
bulletin shookt prove very.. helpful to many school officers and
t eacliers.
' Respect fully submitted.

° To the Smut:TAR or "rill: I Ormtuot:f
:wow"

P. P. Ci.mcrow,
(Join ini, ion,'r.
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PREFACE.

The committee on science of the Comniission on the Re Organiza-
tion of Secondary Education has carried on its work by means of
discussions, correspondence, and fosmulation of preliminary reports
for aver seven years. The discussion of 'preliminary reports by
groups, committees, and at meetings of science teachers has revealed
progressive work ,a1r6ady under way and has led to the trial of4
preliminary recommendations. Some of the improvements that the
.committee sought to effect have already been adopted by many of
the best schools. The ftill report herein presented, formulated
through this procedure, incorporates practices that have proved most
useful. It asks for only those features of seorganization that have
tieenfound to work well, or which by a fair amount of trial promise
improvements. Further experiments with new courses in science, or
with the readjustment M older courses, may make desirable and
necessary a revision of the report before many years have passed.

The report embodies contributions. and criticisms of more than 50
science teachers and administrative officers. It does not include every
proposal, as many such proposals are not fully approved by others. -,
Some members of subcommitteesAntve been unable to send criticisms
Of the full report, but because of their previous important work on
subcommittees their names are included in the list of members.

The report has been approved by the reviewing committee%f the
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education. This
approval does not commit ever* member of.the reviewing committee
individually to every statement and every implied educational doc-
trine. It does, however, mean essential agreement with the gem
eral recommendations.

Orts W. CALDWELL,
Chairnuzn Committee on Science.

CLAIRENV D. KINoSLEY,
Chairman of the Cent minion.%
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:iiE0IANIZATION OF SCIENCE ,INSECONDARY SCHOOLS.

-PART I.THE AIMS, METHODS,,AND ORGANIZATION OF
SCIENCE AS A WHOLE IN SECONDARY EDUCATION.

I. GENERAL STATEMENT,

There is widespread recognition of the. need for reorganizing
' science courses in secondary schools. Numerous encouraging efforts

already have been made to redirect, enrich, and otherwise improve
these courses. The variation of purposes' for which sciences are
taught, the increasing number of ..t:it7tces offt-red, the development
of intensive specialization within various sciences, the lack of
sequence in' the order in which they are frewently given, the wide
variation in methods and content are striking evidences of the
need for an approach to agreement. Only by comparison of the
courses In many progressive' schools can any tendency toward such
uniformity be perceived. Steps should be taken also to prevent this
increase in number and in specialization from iliminishin he value
of the-instruction from the standpoint of the general nee s of pupils
and the needs, of society.._.- -

Successful reorganisation is made dirult by the narrow point
of view of those persons who see in the movement an opportunity
to advance the particular branch of science in 4ich they are most
interested and to deqiand for it a larger proportion of the pupil's

. time. More time is not a .guaranty of increased efficiency. 'The
more thougful teachers recognize that le values of science study
will be increased if high-school science i planned as a whole and
if the separate courses are made to follow- fundamental principles
of sequence. The progressive development of the pupil is essential.
Moreover, the science course in any high;schObtiear should be so ..
ormized as to constitute the best training for that-periodiregardless
cif iiii-yFuither science courses that the pupil may take. .

The task- af-rebrgatiitation would be met only partially and in.
%.11completely if it attempted- no more than-an organization o coherent

courses. Each science course needs Kph redefining as to rpOse,'and such rearranging of materials, as Will bring it into harmonywith validprinOiplea. The proposed organizatiorif subject matteris based upon: /'
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(a) Numerous studies of the tendencies in science teaching in the
country at large, and particularly in secondary schools in which 'ex-
.perimental work upon reorganization has been undertaken.

(b) The -exterience and judgment of science teachers who have
'studied the modern needs of science teaching. .

tcs4 The judgment of supervising, officers and profewors of edu-
catiorilas expressed in their writings bearing upon science teaching
and in their criticisms of the manNeript of this report.

Part I of this report contains three main divisions:
I. The general aims and purposes of secondary science instruc-

tion.
II. tieneral principles gover iag the selectiyn of material and

its presentation.:
III. Science sequences reconmienAed for various conditions.
Part -II of the report presents the principal courses in science

treated separately.

II. GENERAMS AND PURPOSES.
4

The general aims and 'purposes of science teaching are here
, stated first with reference to the main objectives of education, and

secondly,. with reference to the specific knowledge, habits, powers,
interests, and-ideals that should.. be developed.

A. Contribution to educational ob jectiven.The ,Commission on
the Reorganization of Secondary Education in its report entitled
"Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education" (Bul. No. 35, 1918,
U. S. Bu.-of Edu.) has set forth seven main objectives of edtica-
lion upon which work in the secondary scliqol should be focused.
These ilbjectives are derived from the point of view of the com-
mission,..namely) that:

It is the firm belief of this commission that secondary education is the
United States must aim at nothing legs than complete and worthy living for
nil youth, and that therefore the objectives described herein Must and place
In the education of every boy and

Science instruction is especially valuable ire the realization of six
Of these objectives, namely, health, worthy home membership, voeli-

Aiiin, citizenship, the Worthy'use of leisure, and ethical Character.
(1) 'Health.--It is important that those who are ill may be cured.

but it is much more important that people be so taught. that they
may not bronie ill. The control and elimination of disease, the
provision' of adequate.hospital facilities and medical inspection, the

'maintenance of t public health, all necessitate widely disseminated
Itn4Wledge and practice' of the baiie pfinciples of personal hygiene

-aid public sanitation. It is the duty of the secondary schools to,
-rOvide stich inStruction for all pupils.. This purpose findirealiro-

vS;
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tion chiefly through science and civics. Therefore, health topics
should be included tn the science taught in the junior high school,
and in at least the first two years of the four-year high school.

(2) Worthy home menthership.cience touches the efficiency of
the home and of life within the home at every angle. General
srience, biology, physiology, physics, chemistry, all have definite
services to render toward the propW organization, use, and support
of home life. A great vitalizing force for science instruction can
he found in the relation of these courses to intelligent homemaking,
management,' and enjoyment. It is a serious Criticism of science
teaching in the past that these undantental relationships have been
so lately overlooked. These relationships apply not only tcrthose
who have the care of the how anll'of the children within. it, but also
to such other members of the family as may be called upon to make
repairs to the heating and ventilating system, to tuljustthe electrical
appliances, or to perform any of the malty services that make for
an effective home. Science has devised many conveniences that make
the modern hotne comfortable and attractive, and scierte knowledge
is required for their full appreciation tii71 mol.bintelligent use.
These activities should lee 'definitely related to better id_ eals regard-
'lig modern home life.

(3) Vocation.Science instruction should contribute-14h to voca-
t Unita guidance and to a broad preparation for Vocation.

Inthe field of vocational guidance such instruction should 'make
ninny valuable contributions to a inure intelligent understanding of
the world's workand such an understanding should be so presented
as to be of direct assistance in the wise selection of a vocation. Such
knowledge should also impress students selecting certain vocations
with the importance of making thorough and adequate preparatihn
for their life work.

In the field of vocational preparation, courses in shop physics,
-applied electricity, physics of the home, industrial and household
chemistry, applied biological sciences,. physiology, and hygiene will
he 'of value tut, many students if properly adapted tv their needs.
Often a knowledge of 'the.underlying principles increases the :work:
cr's enjoyment, helping him to think intelligently about and under-.
stand the processes with which he deals. 'Moreover, such knowledge
and'the interest aroused thereby may result in improving the work''
itself, and may result in. imcventions for the improvement of thework of others:

(4) Citizenship. The members of a democratic sociapaeed a far
greater appreciation of.the part which ecientific,allptrained ken *Mcl,
women should perform in advancing the welfare ot sochlty., ScientX6:
teak:king 'should therefOre. be especially ,valuabli ill the field
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citizenship because of the increased respect which the citizen should
obtain for the expe , and should increase his ability to select ex-
"perts wisely for positions requiring expert knowledge. At the same'
time it should afford the basis for an intelligent evaluation of the
services rendered by such experts.

Furthermore, the study of science should give a_more intelligent
appreciation of the -services rendered to society, by those who are
engaged in vocations of a scientific nature and occupatimis based
upon applications of science. Such appreciation of the services
rendered should lead to greater respect for the worker who renders
the service.

(5) Use of leisure time.Science opens the door to many useful
and pleasurable avocations. Photography may be taken up by
many, but most intelligently by one who understands so- mething of
the nature of light, the action of lenses, the chemical changes involVed
in exposing, developing, and fixing plate and print. In the city and

`'.:
in the country, at the seashore, mountains, and elsewliere, nature is

.prodigal of her store of wonders. If the natural interest in these
-:-....0ings has been developed and deepened by elementary courses in

biology, botany, or zoology, not only is there added pleasure and en-
joyment, but the door has been opened to wider interests, and to a

s

rapidly growing fund of valuable literature regarding science.. The
marvelous adaptations of plants to theii environment, the march of
plant progressions, the. sharp competitions among 'the forms of
animal and plant life, the history of the remote past recordW in the
rocks, are topics which mean much to one whose eyes hive been
opened by science instrucfion.VTo have avocational value; science
courses should employ methods that can)e-Vg-ed after school days.
Trips to industrial plants to study ricv material's, processes, and
finished products, and visits to museums, are means of developing
lifelong sources Of enjoyment. -

.
.

(6) Ethical character.Science study should assist in the devel-
opment of ethical character by establishing a more adequa{e concep-
tion of truth and a confidence in the laws of cause and effect. Sci-
ence, along with other studies that exalt truth and establish laws,
Should help develop sane and sound methods of thinking upon the
problems of life.

N B. Specific values of. science Study. (1) The development of in-
terests, habits, and abilities.Each pupil of secondary school age

'should develop many and varied interests in the fields of science.
In times past these interests came to a great extent from experiences
in home life, particularly on the farm and in the village, but as life
has become increasingly complex and specialized it devolves more
and . more upon the school to supply the 'opportunities for actual

1
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contact with materials that have real significance in the life of man,
contacts that result in keen interests, appreciation, and power. To
be of the maximum. effect the experiences should be markedly differ-
ent from those that are vicariously furnished by books, diagrams,
and symbolic materials, such as make up the content of many sub-
jects of study.

(2) Teaching useful methods of solVing problems.The new sci-
ence should also develop direct, effective, and satisfying methods :of
solving problems., If these methods are to be of wide use outside
the school, they must be formed through and firmly associated with
the kinds of experiences that arise in common needs. Real situations
and good methods consciously and constantly applied with satisfying
results are necessary forthi..; purpose.

(3) Stimulation.Good science instruction should stimulate the
pupil to snore direct and purposeful activities. It.should lead to a
higher appreciation of the pleasure and profit to be obtained by the
exercise of his own abilities. The value of science instruction for
ti urpose depends upon the character of the material used, the
appeal made to divergent interests, andthe connection shown with
common questions of everyday life.

(4) Information values.Science study should give the pupil con--
trol of a large body of facts and principles of significance in, the
home, school, and community. It should\build up an intelligent un-
derstanding of the conditions, institutions, demands, and opportuni--
ties of modern life. The value is not only in the facts and principles
but also in the measure to which they represent points of view,
deepened and intensified poivers of insight, methods of procedure,
and points of departure for new attempts for further study.

(5) Cultural and [esthetic , values.The dualism that would
classify subjects as cultural or noncultural, as hunumistic or scien-
tific, as [esthetic. or materialistic, with an implication of the inferiority
of the latter to the former, is rapidly dying out. All 'subjects are
cultural in the degree to which they develop wider appreciations
of the worth while. Science study properlf conducted develops an
appreciation of the inner meanings and connections 8f things, an
appreciation of the service of science to the life and civilisation of,
our time, an appreciation of the slow, painstaking efforts and tre-
mendous toil with which scientific progress has been accomplished,
and an appreciation of the privileges, duties, -and responsibilities that
living in this age of science involves.

So, also, all subjects ars [esthetic in the degree to which they .opin
the eyes to the perception of new beauty and increase the power .to
understand and enjoy.
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III. GENERAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING 'THE SELECTION OF
MATERIAL 'AND "TS PRESENTATION.

A. Point of view in orOniziny work. Science for high- scbpol stu-
dents has byen too largely organized for the purpOse of giving in
formation and training in each of the sciences, the material being
arranged in accordance with the logical sequence recognized by spe-
cial students of that science. The theory sought justification in the
claim that the secondary course is introductory to more advanced
study, and as such should introduce the student to each of the lead-
ing phases of the subject ; furthermore, since special students in each
of the sciences have discovered or developed systems of organizing

.those materials, it was held that the beginner should be given the
fundamentals of 'this system of organization.

Neither in common life activities nor in research is the artificial
stratification of the sciences maintained in solving problems. Not.
only is science organized. and tested knowledge which in the process
of testing has become highly classified, but true science includes the
process of organizing, testing, and determining the effectiveness of
knowledge. The common method of science teaching too often has
been that of presenting the so-called essentials with their definitions
and classifications and of subordinating or omitting the common-
place manifestations of science in home, community, civic, and in-
ausirial situations which make it most cagily possible for the learner
to practice science.

Introductory science attempts to reverse the traditional- method
of teaching. It attempts to start with questions of immediate in-
terest to the pupil, ideas which are significant to him by reason of
hisdawn experience and which concern his own life to such an extent,
that he perceives or is easily led to perceive their worthwhileness.
With developing experience as a background and interest as a spur,
the pupil turns his energies to the solution of a problem which really
engages him,*regardless of the particular science in which his prob-
lem lies.

The most radical teachers of science in secondary schools assert iliat
there is little or no value in recognizing the specialist's system or
organization when teaching science in the secondary school; instead.
they would discard all organization of this kind. These teachers
would adopt the so-called project Method of organization for all
science in secondary schools.

The less radical of the progressive teachers would adopt unified
topics as the basis of organization of introductory science courses,
but would retain the differentiated special . science courses for the
upper high-school years.
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This report is based upon the second point of view, that is, the
point of view of the less radical of the progressive teachers.

(1) Organization.Selection and presentation of science work
should rest on the following:

a. Self activity is a law of growth.
h. Interest secures attention and makes self activity possible.
e. Interest, to be sustained, must test on the perception of the

worthwliileness to the individual of the purpose sought.
d. A usable question, problem, project, or topic involves a pur-

pose, the immediate or future worthwhileness of which is recognized
by the individual and by the class.

(a) Centralizing topics.Questions, problems, and projects are
usually related to sonic centrali-ling topic, which topic may then
lnstitute a teaching unit\ Projects may involve any or n11 *of the
following. kinds of work :'Construction, experiments and the inter-
pretation of 'experimental data, consultation of reference and text-
books, class discussion, troop conferences, individual reports and field
t rips.

(b) P7fjeet defined.A project is any projected or proposed.activ-
ity or experience which an individual purposes to enter upon or carry
through to the end. It may be to make an electric motor, to under-
stand how a motor works or why it will not work, to repair a broKen
mOtor, or to find out what [ti the origin and nature of any one of
the materials of which a motor is constructed; it may be to find out
about the structure and proper manipulation of an automobile or
of a bicycle; it may be to rid a community of mosquitoes or house-
flies or to find out how some former generation of men dealt or failed
t cal. with any particular problem of health and disease; it may
be to find out how to prepare the meals for a group of guests through-
out a summer's vacation. The project may involve any specific thing
which the pupil purposes to do, whether this thing is a small piece
of work involving a few minutes' effort, or a prolonged piece of
work lasting for weeks, the unit depending upon the conception of
the piece of work which it is purposed to accomplish.

(0) Relation of _project to topics.In teaching science, however,
teachers must consider what pupils do both before and after. Hence,
teachers need to see the units of work in terms of the aggregates_
into which these units may be organized. All of a given group of
units likely to arise in relation to one line of consideration are readily
related by pupils and teachers jeine inother under one topic. Some
of the units might properly arise under any of several topics, and
are of course to be grouped so that their purposefutrelations are best
recognized. A coherence, significah to the pupil, should bo.sought.

000u' 26,-7-3
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On account of the difficulties and disagreements which arise when
terms rather than point of view are emphasized, the following out-
line of subjects avoids as far as possible the use of controversial
terms. It endeavors instead to use expressions and to outline pur-
poses, content, and procedure which show the point of view..

(2) The natural way of working.This plan of presenting intro-
ductory science possesses the advantage of building on interest and
commonplace experience, thus securing more self-activity and self-
educative effort. The problems and projects are unified on the basis

'Of individual experience, class discussions, laboratory work, and the
study of textbook and reference material. This plan involves all
the elements of a complete cycle of thinking: (1) Perception of a
need resulting in a question to be answered or a problem to be solved :
(2) the presentation of possible explanations or hypotheses; (3)
trial and discussion of possible explanations; (4) adequate verifies
tion of the most probable explanations; (5) the relation of the par-
ticular study to other-Phases of the topic to the end that 'a usable
and orderdy arrangement of new attainments may result. his is

rttthe natural way of working. It is the way of adults, of earch
students, of buSiness men and women, of children themselves outside
of school wlifti left to themselves. ,This procedure gives training
in ways of iorking which the pupil must use outside of school both
during and following his school days.

(3) Dangers to be avoided.The difficulty of shifting from the
accustomed method of teaching, the inexperience of teachers, the
failure to find or select topics and problems of the proper sort, while
not inherent in the method, are none the less real difficulties.

There is-great danger that interest of only a superficial sort will
be aroused, and that the class work will degenerate into mere enter-,
tainment, amusing or curious, but not essentially educative. The
failure to secure sustained and progressive interest means failure to
secure progress. Topics chosen must be so treated as to secure clari-
fying generalizations and logical organization. Some of the gen-
eralizations formerly insisted upon will be seen to have little prac-
tical significance, and consequently will be omitted. In the present
experimental status of this method of selection teachers must guard
carefully against the tendency to institute a, series of unrelated ac-
tivities, so that generalization and coherent arrangement are lost.
Organization should be achieved as a result of the pupil's work, and
not forced upon him as the point of depaiture: A generalization is
valuable only when it represents a unifying idea, by which known facts
or processes are related and from which new facts may be surveyed as
a Step toward a still more complete. organization. If thesi principles
are carefully followed there need 'be no danger* of an "easy ". or

ft" education, which no science teacher desires. Chl the con-
: .

4
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trary, it should result in a more active and more demanding kind
of education because of increased significance and thereby increased
recognition of need for real knowledge.

(4) Considerations determining the choice, of topics.These
should be chosen on the basis of their fundamental relation to life
as indicated by the following:

(a) They should be based on common experience and the needs
organically related to them.

(b) They should relate to local industries, community and school
activities, and the life of the home. They should extend from
thse to larger considerations.

(e) They should' be graded so as to _,e hard enough to call for
the pupil's best efforts, and should become increasingly difficult as
the pupil develops his power of attack. through experience.

(d) All pieces of work should' be unified under central topics
in progressive order, so that whenever possible the results of one
piece of work may find use in another. The problem of organize,
tion should be made a part of the pupil's work.

(5) The advanced courses in science.The method of organiza-
tion outlined above has been successfully tried in the science courses

krof junior high schools and in the first tWo years of four-year high
schools. In 'senior high schools and. in the upper years of four-
year high schools this method of organization has not been exten-
sively tried. With more matui students send with the gain of
one or two years of substantial work in science, organized as sug-
gested above, these later courses may properly cover an amount and
rigor of study considerably in excess of that included In former
courses. With this background, the commonly accepted plan of
organization in the different special sciences may continue to be
best, though further readjustment may late: he advisable. These
science' courses need to be reorganized so asto use and not unneces-
sarily duplicate the materials and methods of the introductory
science courses.

B. Labordory procedure.The fact that laboratory work in gen-
eral 'has not accomplished the results expected indicates the need
for reorganization of the method and content of laboratory work.
A few common causes of disappointment are:

(1) Experiments are too frequently devised to check up and
prove generalizations or- laws the truth of which the pupil already
peNeives.

(2) Experiments-often repeat work described in the text in such
way that the gutoome is uninteresting and of little value.

(3) The data collected hi many experiments are an end in thew
selves. There is no further use for them, and hence they have'na.
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significance for the pupil. Such "busy work" serves no worthy
purpose. .

(4) Many experiments are too minutely quantitative and call for
refinements beyond the .need or appreciation of secondary school
pupils.

Too frequently the laboratory and classroom, sometimes improp-
erly called' "lecture room," are separate not only physically but
intellectually.

The laboratory- should be a place where the pupil puts questions
to nature, observes accurately, and deduces conclusions logically, not
a place where directions are followed blindly and meaninglem re-
sults obtained. The value of individual laboratory work has been
serioVy injured by requirifg each pupil to do, exactly the :quile
experiment as every other pupil and do it in as nearly the same time
and same way as possible. The.spirjt of the project method should
vitalize the experimental work. There -will always be some pupils
who should modify-the work to meet their special needs or interests.
Such differentiation should be encouraged and lists of alternative
work should be available to utilize individual.interests and incline,
tions.

Improvement of laboratory practice will result in less cumbersome
forms of noto taking and of notebook making. The experiment is not
designed fof the sake of a notebook record. A summary of results
Which can be used in interpreting the work done should be made and
pupils should be allowed much freedom in the precise manner in
which the record is made. They should record important and sig-
nificant facts, and the record should be clear and complete. That is.
the laboratory is a "work place," and records should be simple anti
direct accounts of the real and vital work that has been done.

Q. Class-room procedure.The adoption of the problem-project-
topic method of science teaching will lead to a considerable change
in the purpose and use of the recitation period. The " hearing of
lessons," memoriter repetition of facts and principles gleaned from
the textbOok, the more or less discontinuous dialogues between teacher
and individual pupil should give place to a real class discussion in
which all take an active part in contributing, organiiing, and using
the information dealt with. In such discussions the teacher serves
to direct, stimulate, and advise. There should be a maximum op-
portunity for self-expression in the immediate problem.

In the recitation period the skillful teacher will develop and arouse
interest, furnish the necessary background, and direct the class in
its search for answers to a vital problem. In the development of
such work the demonstration experiment plays an'important part.
'Such experiments need not be spectacular and sensational, but the
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unexpected may .well be ntilized to arouse interest aid raise questions
that the teacher wants raised as fundamental to The initiation of a
class problem. In the overemphasis on individual laboratory work,
the value of demonstration experiments has been minimized. Such
demonstrations, besides being interest. provoking, have many of the
merits of individual efforts without the confusion *due to poor, ma-
nipulation or the failure to observe the most important aspects of the
experiment. These niay serve the Blass as examples of the proper-
way of working, of manipulating apparatus, of noting results, and
of drawing inferences. Pupils shoulil be encouraged to assist in

r forming demonst rat ism experiments.
The recitation is often the center from which other class activi-

t I radiate. It focuses the work done in the laboratory, at. home, in
the library, and in excursions. To it all contributions are brought
and offered for the consideration of the entire class. The need of
text books is constant but usually no single text book can serve for all
the needs of an actively workisg class. A better plan often is to
provide several copies of the more important texts and a dumber of
n;Sesence books to which assignment may be made. It is extremely'
important that such assignments should he definite and char to the
pupil. Few things are more discouraging to the pupil or more de-
structive of his interest than to be given hazy assignments, and to
feel that neither he or the teacher knows exactly whatills expected.

It is not to be supposed that all pupils will be equally interested in
a given topic, but if the interest of the majority can not be aroused
the validity of the topic should be examined. On the other hand in-
dividuals who have little interest or in whom no interest can be
arouseJ, or those who haVe n very special interest, may often be en-
couraged to pursue individual problems of their own and to report
their work to the whole class. Such problems encourage initiative
and individual responsibility. The results of such. work should be.
interesting to the claps as a whole, and reports to the class by all
pupils should be a regular part of recitation work. All pupils should
he encouraged to undertake some individual problems of their own
choosing.

D. roopeeation between pupil and leacher, sclaol, horse, and corn-
ntunity.At many points in the above discussion the importance of
cooperation between pupils and teacher has been suggested. It isvital success in teaching, and especially in teaching by the problem
method. How true it is that in most classes we find the teacher alone
active, the class passive, the teacher dominant and aggressive, the
class repressed, and attentive in only a receptive not in a cooperative
sense. The responsibility for this rests squarely upon the teachers
whosevraethods have resulted in this type of practice.

ti
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Although implied in several preceding statements, the need of
7

home and community cooperation with the science work of the school
should be specifically mentioned. Indeed, the kind of science teach-
Mg for which this whole report argues can not be developed except

' through constant ifse of the manifestations of science in the work in
which mew and women are regularly engaged. It Will appear laier in
the outlines of courses that science in secondary schools finds its proper
basis in personal, home, a and coos life and needs. Thereforr
when teachers and pupils ask to visa a farm, orchard. a shop, a dour
mill, saw mill, or manufacturing plant, the business then concerned
should he informed of the ways in which these visits contribute to the
courses in science, to the end that they may'understand that they are
yelping in the work of education. Also, it may properly be the func-
tion of the teacher andiclass to collect desirjd information or conduct
experiments which are related to the business concerned, and are
desired by those engaged in this business. Y

Any device, plan, or method that will build up helpful coopera-
-4ion between the home, school, and the community should be eneour-
/ aged. Among the topics that call for just this kind of cooperation

are the following:' Home gardens; community extermination of
flies and mosquitoes; insects injurious to shade trees and agriculture:
protection and feeding of useful birds; care of the water supply;
protection from sewage contaniination; community cleanliness; de-
velopment and care of public parks; health in local industrial
plar4s; and any other topics which inhere in or arise from the
elementary study of general science, biology, chefnistry, and physics.

IV. SCIENCE SEQUENCES RECOMMENDED FOR VARIOUS
CONDITIONS.

The science sequences should vary with the type and environment
of the schools. Each ,year's work should be so outlined as-to give

'the best training without reference to whether the pupils take later
courses in science. Many schools will need to make readjustments
of a recommended sequence, so that it may best serve the school's
particular constituency. The committee has outlined sequences for
the following types of high schools:

A. The junior-senior high school. .
B. T arge fouf-yfir comprehensive high school with adequate

hing staff and equipment, usually enrolling over 500
pupils.

C. The four-year high school of medium size, usually enrolling
froth 200 to 500 pupils.

D. The small high; school pf not re than 200 pupils..
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A. The junior- senior high school.Seventh or eighth' year, five
periods a week; or both years with three periods a week in each
yearGeneral science, includiqg hygiene.

Ninth yearBiological science, including hygiene; courses may
consist of general biology, botany, or zoology.

Tenth year, eleventh year, twelfth yearDifferentiated elective
courses in sufficient 'number to meet special needs and interests, as

(a) ChemistryGefferal chemistry, and chemistry specialized for
carious curriculum needs. such as household chemistry, industrial
chemistry, etc.

(1)) PhysicsGeneral physics; and physics specialized for various
curriculum needs, such as physics of the how, industrial physics,

'etc.

(c) General geography, or physiography.
(d) Advanced biological sciviars.

The large comprehensire four-year high school.The condi-
tions usually prevailing in these schools make possible a wide di f-
lerentiation of science courses, since there are likely to be enough
pupils with special interests to constitute adequate classes in dif-
ferentiatet1 science courses. Iit such fonr-year high schools the fol-
lowing plan is recommended :

First yeanGeneral science, incltubag hygiene.
Second yearBiological scienci, including hygi-ene; courses may

. consist of general biology, botany, or zoology.
Third and fourth. yearDifferentiated elective courses to meet

special needs and interests us follows:
(a) Chemistry General chemistry, and chemistry specialized for

varies curriculum needs, such as household chemistry, industrial,
chCmistry etc.

-

(b) PhysicsGeneral physics; and physics specialized forvarious
curriculum needs, midi as physics of the home, industrial plysies,..
etc:

(c) General geography, or physiography.
(d) Advanced biological sciences.
C. Four-year high school of medium size.FirA yearGeneral-

science, including hygiene.
Second year. Biological science, including hygiene; courses may

consist of general biology, botany, or zoology.
Third year. Chemistry, with emphasis on the home, farm, and

industries.
Fourth year.Physics, with emphasis on the 'home, farni, and

industries, general geography or physiography,or advanced biological
.sciences..
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P. Small lilYit Neb001,--Fi It year. General science, inchaTin!,
.hygilks

Se 'canBiological science, including hygiene; courses may
consist of general biology, botany, or zoology. -

Third and fourth years.Elective chemistry and itysics.In the
small high school it is desirable to alternate the cours.ec in chemistry
amid physics in successive years,.

NOTE.This report does not deal directly with apiculture and'
home econothics, since there are separate committees dealing with
those subjects and the re,,ports upon those subjects constitute separate
publications. The omission of a special report upon physiography
and general geography from later pages of this port does not
indicate that the committee would omit these subjects from secondary
schools. The special committee on these subjects has noteormulated
a report. It is understood that a committee of the National Council
of Geography. Teachers will probably prePare a report upon geog-
raphy and physiography in the high school.

4
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PART ILTHE PRINCIPAL. COURSES'IN SCIENCE.

I. GENERAL. SCIENCE!
A.,

This introductory c9tn'se in science is not it substitute for any one
.,1 Ole special sciences, but should provide a basis for discovery of
:Merest in special sciences apd Of'vocat#onal opportunity.. It should
prove to be the best training for any pupils who can take onlysone

,..course in Science in high schools.
A. Selection and organization of Nubjett matter.tThe subject mat-

ter of general science should be selected to a large extent from the
environment: It will therefore vary greatly in different communi-
ties. The science involved in normal human activities, and espe-
ia Hy the Kien e. involved in the reconstruction period after the war,

presents many eal problems which must be met more intgligently;
.

.,. than formerly i there is to be the needed increase in effect Less of
the service whi h individuals and Oilips are expected to give:

1 science is universal and constant. in the life of our citizens, and
I hence to be useful to must accept the science
!

of common thingi as its legitimate field: The science of common
usekand that of t4 classroom should be the same. General science
shadd use any phase of any special science which is pertinent in ..

_the citizen's interpretation of a worth while problend
The particular units of study should be thosethat truly interest

the pupils. Interest not only secures productive attention butt is
an evidence of attention. To be substantial educationally, interest
must rest. upon a sense of value, an evident worthwhilkess in the
topics considered.

No topic should be selected which is meagre in content or hacking
, in significant problems...-The range of material Ivhich can be used

i in reality limited only by the capacity, experiences, and needs of
*he pupils. The materials should be concrete and capable of lead -
ing to m ny avenues of new and untried expeilthees.

.

In or anizing this material the topic should tie thelargsi unit to

) which many, sped& pieces of work- are related. For example, a
general topic such as fire may be selected. Many 'specific pieces of .- --

work 'will ariseone of .practical value being "The Hot -AirFur-..-
nace,". or any other definite system of heating. The Iproblems' for
-solutjoh under this topic will be varied and many, as; What causes
the air .L0 4ircidatel 1-Iow..a4:e.! , it circulate? How should pipe.
Valves be arranged to cause equal circulation instil rooms of ti house?'
.. OW: 20 A . -. ' .. .. ... _. . . .

_
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To answer these questions many experiments apd demonstration;
must be ma*. Again, in.the study of the local water system. deter-
mine the uses now made of water and the benefits and dangers of the
system, construct models of mechanical devices used, in thesyStem fur
securing and delivering water and for disposal of wastes, etc. The
following list of subtopics will suggest the, content of the whole
top's: The .oinnion uses of water: local dangers of contamination:
sources of supply in use and possibilities for extension of systerd:
relation to public health with typhoid as an illustration; seage. its
uses and dangers.

B. Metfiod.v.The foregoing discus-ion of selection and organiza-
tion suggests the point of view in presentation. Topics should be
large units. At the outset the topic.should be viewed briefly 4s a
whole for the sake of perspective. Such a general view gives a con-
crete and significant Inisis to which there sbotild be constant return
and to which further and more detailed and more exact studies
should be constantly related.

Alitaabivaion of class presentations of out-of-school experiences.
of individual laboratory work. and of teacher-and-pupil demonstra-
tions is desirable. Simple materials should constitute most of the
laboratory apparatus. The desk demonstration by teacher or pupils
is excellent as a means of presenthig an experiment for observation
and discussion so that the attention of all may be definitely directed
to the question in mind. Pupil demonstrations and individual lab-
oratory work also should be used, since they give individual oppor-
tunity to handle apparatus and oppptunities for active participation
by each pupil. There is no objection to the same problem being'solved
by the whole class as individuals or as groups, provided that the
class as a whole feels the importance of the work; but care must be
taken when assigning the same task to all to see that the work does
not beCOme meaningless for some. Sixty - minute laboratory periods
are generally better than lodger periods for introductory science
courses. An abundance of textbook and other reading matter should
be available.

No text in general science can or.shotild supply answers 'to all in-
quiries. The textbook should be used as a 'reading and reference
book, and other sources. for 'reading should be extensively used, such
as magazine articles which deal with current use of.science. Refer-
ences should be specific for children of the age of general science
pupils, since they will gladly do much reading if they know just what
to read. .

Bulletins of available current reading matter prepared by teachers
and pupils are an aid in reference work'?id are stimulating to teacher.
and pupil.
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ExcusionsAvell directed and with a purposeful plan, tire.of great

value. Excursions should always be definitely planned, carried out
as serious exercises, and the results used in later work. Pupils and
teacher should look upon excursions as a regular part of the serious
'vol.!: of the course. .

C.- Sample topics.It is not desirable that there'should be a Syl-
labi!. to which teachers shall adhere, but instead enough topics should
mi presented as illustrations to indicate clearly the kinds-of materials
recommended. The topics here presented are based upon those actu-
ally used in a high school in a city of approximately 1.50,000 inhabi-
tats. In other schoolsfor example, a school in a strictly agricul-
tural communitymany changes would naturally be made. In the
city from which this outline is selected the course varies from-year
to year according-to the topics on which emphasis is needed.

;topic 1. Conibustion.Why our homes must be heated at times
and cooled at other times; sources of heat ; kinds of fuel; making
a bonfire; list of questions about bonfires;. why the fire burns; lesson
on elementary cheistryelements and .compoundi; what becomes
of wood when burned; oxidation; why stones are not used for fuel.;
heat produced by oxidation; making a thermometer; effects of heat-
ingiron, watet;kood; slow heating of water; thermostat ; how heat
travels; waysiW heating a home; lutw the science room is heated; .
study of a chimney; what smoke is; how common illuMinating gas is
made; properties of illuminating gas; how gas is made in this city;
study of candle flames; study of Bunsen burner and its use; carbon
dioxid, how produced; body firesrelation to physiology; control
of tires; losses from fires and how to prevent them; what is a fire.
insuran& company; does the insurance rate in this city indicate that
li res are more common here than elsewhere?

Topic 2. Water.Three forms of water; how used in home and
school ; changes from one to another; relation of heat to these changes;
changing water to steam; evaporation; ice machines; changing vapor
to water; condensation; dew; rain; frost ; snow; diStillation and
applications; transpiration ;. running titer; where from, where go-
ing, and why ;.rate of flow; erosion and its effects; erosion and forests; ".
erasion and crops; erosion and farm values; influence of bodies of
wateyon climate; fruit belt about large bodies of water; composi-
tion of water; analysis and synthesis; water in relation to health
problems; distribution of bacteria; typhoid as illustration; water
supply and sewage disposal in this city; source of water; impnri-
tie§; filtration; water system; sewers; various methods for disigomd;
the oneused in this city ;.industrial uses of water; water a solvent;
relation to household use; relafion of this to plant and animal life;
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uses of water in industries; relation of water to geographic location
of industries; water pressure as used in machines.

Topic 3. The air and ,the weatherDoes air occupy space? Why
can you kick a football farther when it is .inflated than when
empty? Does air have weight ? determination of weight of air in
classroom; air pressure; common pump; meaning of pressure ba-
rometer; biogniphy of ( ialileo and Torricella; story of making first
barometer; distinction between weight and pressure; moisture in air;
effect on weight of air; relation of temperature and atmosphere to
moisture in air; dew point ; frost., rain; dew; air presNure and winds:
highs and lows; weather map; what it is designed to show; how fore-
casts are made; rainfall map; importance of rainfall; composition
of air; impurities in the air.

Topic 4. Light and its benclits.Why and how things are visible;
intensity of illumination; measuring the light; reflection; refrac-
tion; color, photography ; artificial lighting; benefits of light ; sun-
light and health.

Topic 5. ll'ode and energy.Work by running water ; machines;
mills run by water power; pumps run by water power; elevators
run by water poVer; gasoline engine; biography of James Watt;
Mechanical energy and heat.

Topic G. Magnetism and electrieity.Frictional electricity; a mag-
net; earth magnetism, the compass; a buttery, kinds of batteries;
current electricity, heating effects, household appliances; chemical
effects of electricity; electroplating; magnet effects, electro
electric bell, telegraph, motors; induced currents, dynamo, telephone.

Topic 7. Nature's balance of life.Meaning of possible overpro-
duction as shown by calculations of possible numbers of new indi-
viduals; rabbit; fox; wolf; potatoes; limiting conditions; wlv some
forms stay and others do not; biography of Charles Darwin; ati-
ficial selection; good seed and poor seed and the results; germina-
tion; soil as source of plant food; subtraction and addition of soil
elements; why a plant needs water; how water rises through the
soil; hOw liquid goes from cell to cell; food factories for all living
things; leaf structure; light and chlorophyll; products and by-
products; air for plants; public parks and city trees; birds and their
food in relation to balance of life; migration in relation to balance
of life; protection ; plant reproduction; stricture of flower; seed as-

. tribution of dispersal; seed oburdock in relation to balance of life;
the problems of successful living.

Nora.Most teachers of general science have found it wise to use
tieferal topics in addition to those included in the above lint, the
above being merely suggestive of the typo! of topieCrecommended.
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II. BIOLOGICAL SCIERES.
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A. Place of b;o1,)9:011 ecience4.The biological sciences now taught
-1 in high schools are general biology, botany, zoology, physiology.

hygiene, and sanitation. These subjects do not represent the full ex-
tent of differentiation, since there is a .tendency toward further spe-
c ialization within some of these subjects. Investigation shows also
that in some four-year high schoolsAny one of these subjects may be
elected by any pupil in any semester. The length of time given to a
biological course ranges from one-third of a year in some schools to

.

two years in other sibools. An investigation of a large number of
four-year high schools in a wide range of localities indicates a dis-
t inet tendency toward a sequence of courses consisting of a general
science course offered in the first year of the four-year high school
followed by the biological subjects in the tenth grade. In a feW
states there is a tendency to have biology given as the science of the
first year of the four-year high school. In junior-senior high schools
the tendency is to require a course in general Science followed by a

'coorse in general biology in the junior high school, with opportunity
for the election of special courses in 'mashy and zoology as well as
other sciences in the senior high school. It is recommended that in
four-year high schools a course in biology be given in the second
year and that in the illnior-senior high schools this subject be given
in the last year eftlie junior high school, and that in large school's
other biological sciences be offered as electives in later years of the
high school.

B. Changes in the point of e o it bioloyienl tenrhilly.-111wn
biology was introduced into tht-- secondary school, tl%:- subject was
taught by men and women trained ali,nost wholly in college courses
in morphology and classification ; and in consequence a diluted type
of college course was almost inevitable in the high school.

of
of ,'

the laboratory material consisted of preserved specimens of plants
and animals. Microscopical work of too difficult a type was insisted .upon. Herbaria of dried specimens cluttered home and school.

In recent years increasing emphasis has been placed on the study
of living organisms., Physiological experiments and ecological
studies have been introduced,. But still the type of topic selected for
study is more or less that which appeals to the adult mind rather than
to the mind of the adolescent. The material used was often.remote
from the,every day experience of the students, and biological studies
still failed to function as largely as had been hoped.

When teachers began to present biology incjits relation to human
welfare, a hew and vital interest in the subject was awakened, and
in many schools biology has become deservedly popular. .It is
dent that further progreis in the pedagogy. of the subjeot.should
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made along the line of organization of courses in biology which
relate to various aspectsof human welfare.

C. Aims.Biological sciences, in common with the other sciences
in secondary schools, should contribute to the educational objectives
stated on page 12health, worthy home membership, vocation, citi-
zenship, the wortliy use of leisure, and ethical character. In par-
ticular, biological sciences should have the following specific aims:

(1) The World War has emphasized health as a basic end of
education. Since much of biology deals directly with problems of
health, the course in biology mast accept efficient health instruction
as one of its chief and specific ends.

(2) The biological sciences shonhl develop the pupil's purposeful
interest in the life of the environment by...giving a first-hand ac-
quaintance with plant and animal neighbors.

(3) They should emphasize some of the most important applica
tions- of biological science to human activities and to general and
individual human welfare,' and especially should familiarize the
pupil with the structure and functions of his own body. to thos.
end that he may know why lie nmst live healthfully in order to
live happily and usefully.

(4) They sl: add train the upil to observk life phenomena accu-
rately and to form logical conclusions through the solution of
problems and through projects essential to the productive work of
agriculture, gardening, etc.

(5) They should...enrich the life of the pupil through the lestlietie
'appeal of plants and animals studied, to the end that he may appre-
'elate and enjoy nature.

(6) They should demonstrate to the pupil the value of intensive
study of biological science as. a means through which scientific !wog
ress is attained. In view of what science has meant to our present
day civilization and in view of the measure in which the metheAs
and results of scientific investigation are to-day reflected in intelligent
thought and intelligent actiol, the need of the life sciences in the ,
education of modern citizens can not be ignored.

D. Sequence and continu;ty.The sequences recommended in -Part
I of this report provide for (1) one year of general biology for all
pupils in the second year of four-year high schools and in the last
year of junior high schools, (2) the election of courses in botany.
zoology, and physiology in the third or fourth' year of four-year

. high schools and in any year in senior high schools. he intricate
and detailed study of those abstractions that are ni difficult for
the pupil to understand and appreciate will thus be left or the speciall
biological courses-in the later high-school years, and may then be

:-..,ejticte4 by those who have special interests and needs.
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The committee commends elasticity in the content. A one-year
.tirse in general biology in the ninth or tenth grade, using both plant

and animal materials, oft,thi admits of a more economical as well as
:, more effective expenditure of time and materials than can be se-
, urea by the plan of grouping living material;; into separate half-year
,.nurses in botany and zoology. However, the course in bioloq may
well be varied so as to suit local con ions and to relate it to other
ourses. In many of the best high Wools a choice of the full year

of botany, zoology, or human physiology, instead of general biology
in the tenth grade, has been found highly satisfactory.

This committee believes that coherence and unity of subject nuitter
:ire important in any science course, elementary or, advanced.' Only
through such sequence and unity does a child or adult gain a clear
vision of the significant principles of a science. This does n:.t
sacrifice interrelation between the sciences or the use of the project
method. On the. contrary, through the unity of the course .the pur-
suit of. any one science intensively should result in a general insight
into all science. On the other hand, study of isolated phenomena
may result in a mass of informational material and a sacrifice of the
yelrY ideals that science endeavors to inculcate,

E. Content of a general biology eourse.The committee believes
that a course in biology in the ninth or tenth year should be what
the name impliesa study of living things. The central ideas
should be:

1. The way in which each organism maintains its own life and.the
life of the species.

. The interrelations between different organisms and groups of
orga n isms.

3. The constant dependence and interrelations of living things
with the physical world -about them.

4. The power of man to control. the habits and relationships of
plants and animals to serve his own ends.

The starting point is not important if only topics of compelling \'
interest to the child are chosen.. The topic may be such as "The
war between organisms which, is being waged in a vacant lot." Con."
sideration should be given to such questions as the number of species
of plants found there; the ones width have the greater area; how
they secured their hold on the region and whether they can continue I
to hold it; what will become of t e plants as fall approaches; the.`
relation of these organisms to th in neighboring lots; parasitic'
plants and animals and other ependent forms. Another intro- 4
ductory topic may be "A balanced aquarium," illustrating the osr4
bon and nitrogen cycles in nature in lakes, rivers, and oceans. 06111
another is the topic of overproduction, as illustrated in the possible
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rate of reproduction by corn or the house fly. If corn is c sen, the
pupils may be asked to calculate how long it would take one ear
to produce corn enough to plant his whole State, or if the fly is
chosen to calculate the number of offspring in one season and the
space these would occupy. The home garden provides another ex-
cellent initial toiic for the biology course.

'The topic of the wiirfare for life in the vacant lot or the possibility
Of overproduction by corn will lead directly to the structure and
function oT the various 'mils of the plant which enable it to carry a
its life processes so.succe:ssfully, namely :

The root as a holilfast and absorbing surface. .

The stem, as a passageWay for materials and a support for the
lea ves.

The leaves as a means of carrying on photosynthesis and other food
inanufact tire and respiration.

The flower followed by fruit containing seeds which provide the
plant's means of reproduction. This topic should give the pupil a
general-understanding of the greenplant as an organism capable
of maintaining its own independent existence and of manufaceuring
the food supply not only 'for itself but also for the remaining life
upon the earth, including the food supply of man. With this out-
look it is possible to review and enlarge upon the work in hygiene
Ina sanitation previously done. This work should show the benefi-
cial work of bacteria, or nitrogen-fixing organisms. as well as their
relation to the nitrogen cycle in general. It should show the part
the bacteria play in the production of dairy products. and in the
ordinary'ptocesses of the kitchen. The other saprophytic and para-
sitic plants may. well be studieiLhere. The study should show the
constructive work of green plants, coupled with the dependence of
animals upon green plants for their food. The kinds and sources of
food, food values, balanced rations, and food economy should be
4ndied.

Insects as plant enemies, together with birds as the natural enemies
of insects, may he studied from the point of view of the balance of
life and its relation to home, farm, wad industries.

Following a general view of the structure and work of plants and
animals and ttferrinterrelation with each other and with man, the
physiological processes may be taken up in some detail, beginning
with .plants and extending through the animal studies to man.
These functional studies in' green and nongreen pkants, ,protozoa.
insects, fish, frog, birds, and man toward the end of the course will
serve aa9 a strong unifying element to the pupil, revealing his place

7 in the series. This series of -type studies will review and organize
that has been learned and give opportunity for much added interest

4.-
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and knowledge. Such studies will heir the pupilst* recognize him-
self as a part f the subject of biology, constantly depending upon,
his environment and constantly affeoting it. A much larger place
than is usual should be given to the study of mammalian life.

The functional work may be vitalized by the use of skeletons of
man and the frog supplemented by any other available ones, as fowls,
rodents, etc. If the pupils supply these, the interest will be keener.
The organs of mammals, as heart, lungs, etc., obtained from the meat
market; and also valuable illustrative material. The culmination of
this study should be an increased interest in personal hygiene and
sanitation.

A good opportunity is open to biology teachers who have the rights
point of view in giving much-needed help regarding the biology of
sex. An increasing number of good biology teachers are undertaking
this phase of instruction, and testimony of youths and parents shows
favorable results from this natural and 'nonsentimental approach.
This important subject should not be presented to high-school pupil's
from its pathological aspects. So much opposition to sex education
has been aroused in the past by ill-advised and wholesale teaching
that, in the judgment of this committee, it is well It advance. slowly,
even though the ,need for this kind of work is urgent. The whole
success of the movefoent depends on well-trained, sympathetic
teachers well endowed with common sense. Important, however, as
is the teaching of the facts and the hygiene of reproduction, a
knowledge of these alone does not insure boys and girls against bad
practices.

To the knowledge of what is right must be added the will to do the
right. Hence, the committee believes that all physiological instruc-
t ion relative to sex should be supplemented and strengthened by sane
appeals to the ethical and religious nature of boys and girls.

Throughout the course. an effort should be made to have pupils
know the names of the common plants and animals, not for the sake
of the 'name, but as .a matter of convenience and pleasure in knowing
them.

The contributions of the great biologists and the significance of
these contributions should be emphasized. Dar** Pasteur, Hartey,
Mendel, and many others should stand in the pupil'ii,mind in definite
connection with real, 'contributions to man's welfare;

Hard and fast requirements in either general science or biology
4ught not to be fixed by any committee or by any higher institu-
tion, because of the wide variations of physical environments, fauna,
and flora. Different 'types or courses are often needed in urban, .
subur4n, and rural situations. Any work of the committee,there-,
fore, albng the line of formulating content should be:.aceepted as as
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attempt to give a maximum of suggestions and -a minimum of pre-
-

scription.
Teachers should select material best adapted to local conditions.

should plan out in advance the work that is to be (low, and should
improve the course with each year of their experience. In an agri-
cultural community special study should doubtless be made of the
plants and animals of local economic :importance. In large towns
and cities, community sanitation aml civic bettetent will receive

. 411ajor attention. Every pupil, however. whether in the coinitry
or the city, should be given such instrio.tion in the knowledge anal
care of his body that there will be an improvement in the health
co itions and general efficiency of the community.

F. MethodR.Observations, projects, everiments, excursions, in-
dividual reports upon significant topics. textbook assignments.
quizzes, and conferences otter a rich and varied choice of methods
of work. Rich teacher should use the methods best adapted to his
students and to the eevironment of the school in which he is teach-

...
i'ng. Biology lends itself readily to the topic - project - problem methml
of teaching. since centralizing themes are abundant. .

In field or museum excursions the teacher should know in advance
. the material available and the use to be made of it. Field trips are

often merely out-of-door excursions. They should be definite and
must be used in later work.

Laboratory work should be planned so ea ly that time is not
wasted in detailed microscopic work, in experiments which can not .

be understood, and in elaborate drawings to keep t la: children occuc?`
...,

pied mktil the end of the period. Information should he freely and
interestingly given by the teacher to stimulate the student to seek
more knowledge at first hand. Laboratory work should usually
precede textbook assignments dr library references. but should follow
when very difficult experiments are to be undertaken. Since most
high-school students do not know how to use bookseffectively, these
assignments and references should be very definite. A rich fund of
collateral reading regarding plants and animals should always be
available. . .1

.

-,... Experiments, results, Conclusions, observat ions, and drawings shou Id
-4-accurately recorijed. Neatness in these records is desirable, but
this should not be exalted above thinking and understanding. Car::-
ful labeling of drawings is important ; careless spelling and ungram-
matical sentences should not be tolerated.

The laboratory method in science was such an emancipation from
thwold-time bookish slavermt prelaboratory days that many teach-

..,.ers have been inclined to overdo it and to subject themselves to a
new slavery. It should never be forgotten that the laboratory is, .

?f
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merely a means to an end. The dominant aim in all laboratory in-
::'Ition should be to develop a consistent chain of significant ideas
to which, the laboratory may serve to give concrete experience and
instruction. The primary question is not what plant or animal types
may be taken up in tile laboratory, but what ideas may best be
developed in the laboratory. .

Top often the study of plant or animal takes the easiest rather
than the most illuminating path. It is easy, for instance, -particu-
larly with a large class of restless pupils who apparently need to be
kept in a condition of uniform loccupation, to kill a supply of plants
or animals, preferably as nearly alike as possible, and set the pupilS*,
to work drawing the remains. This method is often supplemented by
a series of questis designed to keep the studentS busy awhile longer.
These methods are usually unprofitable.

The ideal lAoratory is only a reasonably good substitute for oat-o-
doors. Any course in biology, when confined within four walls
wholly, even if these rills be those of a modern, 7e11-egitipped labora,
tory, is in some measure a failure. Living things;"to IA. -appreciated--
and interpreted correhtly. must be seen and studied, alive, if possible
in the open, where thky will be encountered is, life. The study of a
plant or animal in the place in which it lives successfully is just as
important as the stu ly of its shape or function. Experience has
shown that young stu lents usually lose enthusiasm for biology study
if th4 constantly work with preserved materials. Ingeneral, it is
wise to study plant and aninalAnaterial common in the environment.
Right mental processls of observation and reasoning are best devel-
oped in connection wlth those real biological situations which are
encountered in ordinaky. affairs and in ordinary needs.

0. Content of special biological sciences.When separate,setirses
in botany and zoology are taught they should seek, in the main, to
attain the educational results outlined above for general biology.

With the modern point of view botany will teach th principle of
soil replenishment by living organisms, large and small,lsoil steriliza-
tion, and soil inoculation. There will be more practical work with
plants as in forestry, tree planting, tree, surgery, pruning, grafting,
budding, artificial pollination, and plant breeding. There should be,
a wider use of the indoor garden. Home gardening and work in
the field should be directed by the teacher in botany, and work in
garden or field should be credited in the botany course.

In zoology the study of invertebrates should not consume over
one-half of the course and the study of mammals should be. developed
so as to become more, useful in zoological study. Tho classes of
animals to be chiefly studied should be mammals, birds, insects, .and,
protozoa. There should be constant tille of vivaria, ponds, wooded
tracts, and farm lands.
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III. CHEMISTRY.

A. Why reorganization. IN neceRgary.In addition to the general
YU:ISO!' calling for reorganization of science in secondary school-.
which have been stated in theofirst section of this report, the follow
ingconsiderations apply particularly to chemistry:

1. The average person looks upon chemistry as a mysterious,
occult science, tinged with necromancy. This almost superstitious
ignorance prevents appreciation of the chemist's power to serve so-
riety. In industry it is likely to result in great economic waste
through failure properly to utilize.raw materials, develop by-
products, and apply chemical methods of 'control to processes of
manufacture. The high - school chemistry course in its reorganized
form should attract a larger number of pupils and do lunch to sup--plant this ignorance by a measure of broad understanding.

2. In the past, chemical laws, theories, andogeneralizations have-
usually been taught as such,,and their applications in industry and
daily life have been presented largely as illustrative material. In
the reorganized course, this order should be reversed. Laws 'and
theories should"be approached through experimental data obtained
in'the laboratory and through applications with which the pupil
is already familiar and in which he has a. real interest.

3. In the pag.,..ghemistry courses over-emphasized theories, con-
Cepts, and information of value principally to these who will pursue
advanced courses. A course which emphasizes the chemistry of in-
dustry, cff commerce, of the soil, and of the household furnishes a
wider outlook, develops a practical appreciation of the scope of
chemical service, and moreover arouses an interest -which leads
naturally to. further study.

4. The war showed the lack of a sufficient, number of chemists
trained to work out such problems as arose in that national emer-
gency. The reconstruction period and the new conditiona of world
competition in trade will increase the demand for specialists in the
chemical problems of manufacture. High-school courses in chem-
istry should therefore be so reorganized as to arouse an interest in
the science of chemistry, and thereby stimulate more and more pupil
to specialize later in this and related fields.

B, Principal aim.--The principal aims in teaching chemistry in
the high school should be _

1. To give an understanding of the significance and importance
of chemistry in our national life. The services of emistry to in-
dustt7, to medicine, to home_ life, to agriculture, an he welfare

..of the nation, should be. understood in an elementary
2, TO develop those specific interests, habits, and abilities to which

alloCienaistudy should contribute:
.
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The powers of observation, discrimination, interpretation, and
deduction are constantly called for in chemistry and are so used in
this subject as to require a high type of abstract thinking. The prin-
ciples and generalizations of chemistry are often difficult. For this
reason chemistry should occur in the third or fOurth year of the high
school.

3. To build upon the earlier science courses, and knit together
previous science work by supplying knowledfe fundamental to all
science. Coming rifler at least a year of general 'science, and usually
also a year of biological science, the work in chemistry should fur-
ther use these sciences.(lt should furnish a new viewpoint for the
organization of science nmteriiils, and develop wider and more satis-
factory unifying and controlling principles) By this means the de-
sirable element of continuity in the science course will be secured.

4. To give information of definite service to home and daily life.
This aim has been the, chief influence in reorganizing high-school
chtmistry courses, and will undoubtedly produce further changes.
The criterion of usefulness, as a' basis for the selection of subject
matter, should not be limited to the immediately useful or practical
in a narrow sense, but should be so interpreted a to include all topics
which make for a better understanding of, and a keener insight into,
the conditions, institutions, and demands of modern life.

5. T6 help pupils to discover whether they have aptitudes for
further work in pure or applied science, and to induce pupils having
such aptitudes to enter the university or technical school, there to
continue their science studies.

C. General conaiderations concerning content a'ad method. This
statement is based on the assumption that chemistry will usually be
given in the third or the fourth year of the four-year high school.
Investigaticin shows that alittle more than one-half of the four-year
high schools present chemistry in the third year, and that pupils
electing chemistry usually have had one year of general science and
often a year of biological science.

(1) Difficulties.Some.difficnIties in organizing courses in chew=
istry on the basis of individual and specific pieces of work are:

(a) Many of the most important principles are impossible of
direct or experimental proof. They can not be-demonstrated in
specific, individual problems and hence can not be grasped' easily
by the immature mind. These concepts must be accepted on the
basis of their Aervice to the science and the useful conclusions based
upon' them, for example, the assumptions of the atomic hypothesis.
and the rule of. Avogadro. f-

(6) The number of important principles and facts in so greet
that organisation of the information supplied by disettsnon,' WNW
gation, and eXperisSent is diffieult4"Appreeiation of the seisnennii,..-7
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suclels impossible until the bases for establishing relationships and
controlling facts aie developed.

(c) Many problems 4oid questions which the pupil tends to raise=
involve complex phases of chemistry, or ideas too advanced for his
understanding.

Some motive. some compelling des'ire to know, must actuate the
pupil in any study Which is really educative. Progress in chemistry.
therefore, is dependent upon a specific purpose, a conscious need to
learn the facts and .their underlying causes or explanation: The.
educational value of iuty problem depends upon the degree to which
the pupil makes it his own and identities himself with it. rather than
upon its concreteness, or the useful applications involved, or the
familiar associations:connecting it with other problems, important
as these considerations are. The basis for organizing a course in
chemistry should in the changing character of the pupil's interest
and th% inereaS-ed intensity of his needs as a result of his growing
abilities and of his increased power to direct and use them. A topic
in chemistry which would have seen MI abstruse and uninteresting a
year or even a few months earlier may suddenly become a real prob-
lem to the pupil. Snell questions as what the constitution of things
really is, what, properties the atoms possess, or why the volumes of
gases have such simple relations to one another, may become prob-
lems of real signiticanje to the pupil. Ultimate causes and reasons
-appeal to the adolescent pupil. Problems having to do with home,
farm, local industries, the civic and the.nationiiilwelfare, are limited
only by the time and energy available for their pursuit.

(2) Laboratory work.The relation between class an laboratory
work is it most important problem for the chemistry teacher. tin -
fortunately. theory and practice have not been properly related.
Some of the reasons for this situation are:

Ca) It is difficult to .correlate recitation and experiment. One
lags behind the other. The remedy is a greater flexibility in the
program, so,that the time may he used for either purpose as needed.
There is a growing tendency to make all periods of a uniform,
GO-minute length instead of 40 or 5 minutes on some days and 80
eIC 90 minutes on other days. This change helps to make possible
a aoser'correlation between experiments and the discussion of then.

(b) Experiments often fail of their object because offinsufficient
directions, failure to provide needful data, or lack of a definite and
clear purpose. A This needful information must be supplied, but in
such a way as to stimulate interest and raise questions to be answered

iby. the experiment itself. .Some teachers prefer to take thOrst few
minutes of each laboratory. exercise in talking over the work, sug-
geeting important. qUestionS, 'pointing out difficulties, and giving
00a0a- cantionsi. might be well to embody more of the infor-
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naaation usually supplied by the text in the laboratory . directions
themselves, so that they would be thought-producing and stimulating
rather than 'simply directions for manipulation and observation.

(r) Too many experiments involve repetition of work described
in the text or have no outcome beyond the mere doing wind writing
in the note book. Unless the experiments contribute to the recita-
tions and proVide data of information which' is used, they are largely
,a waste of time.

Laboratory experintents, to accomplish their purpose, must con-
cern ;a, problem oi a question which the-pupil seeks to answer because
he is interested in doing so. The titles of 'experiments can often be
worded so that they become suggestive by stating them in problem
ar question form. For example, instead of the title "Mordant dye-
ing," it better one would be, "1Vhy are mordants used in dyeing?"
Or, in place of " Equivalent weight of magnesium," substitute "How
much magnesium is needed to produce a gram of hydrogen?" Or,
for "Analysis of ammonia" substitute," What is the most economical
brand of household ammonia to purchase ?" The mere rewording
of a title itself is not enough. The question itself must be 'a vital,
one to the pupil either through his'own independent thought or as a
result of th6 stimulating influence of the class discussion.

Flexibility in the keeping of notebooks is desirable,
t he essential facts and conclusiAs are always included. The notes
hould usually include a clear statement of the problem in hand;

a description of the.method of procedne, making use of a diagram
of such apparatus as may have been used; and a statement of results
and conclusions, with answers to any specific questions which haste
arisen. If the pupil's notes cover this ground. they should be ac-
epted, and Ile should be encouraged to work out any plan of his

own for the improvementt of his notebook. To require all toaise ex-
actly the same plan tun make the checking of notebooks more easy
end their appearance more satisfactory, but it stifles the pupil's
originality and'prevents hint from discovering and correcting. his
own 'faults in this direction.

The notebook has often been itArtish with chemistry teachers, and
time has been demanded for making a record which, while beautiful
in appearance and completeness, is yetsfull of needless repetition and
useless detail. The notebook should not destroy the interest attached
to an experiment, for the experiment is not for the notebook but
for the pupils' clearer understanding of important nehemical facts.
Only when properly used will the notebook enhance the value of
laboratory work.

The teacher in the laboratory ,should not set tip apparatus, weigh
out materials, Or attend to other purely manal maiters,:whieh
Most cases.should be done by 440, pupils. The,tiutOhei-should Sew,
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that pupils are trained to observe accurately, to draw correct infer-
ences, to relate their conclusions tothe facts of previous experience
in and out of school, and to find the answers to questions and prob-
lems brought out.

It is proper that the teacher should perform laboratory demon-
strations that are too difficult, too costly- in materials, or Oolong. for
student assignment. These should be done with model technique.
for the pupils \vill imitate the teacher's methods. They should be
lecorded in the student's laboratory notebook just as any other
experiment, but with the notation " performed by instructor."

(3) Aids to the chemistry teachers.(u) Reference books and
magazines. A part of the requisite equipment of every chemistry
department is a well chosen set o :eference books, available and in
Con Stant use. Each pupil will need a textbook as chief reference
book,lut he should find it necessary to use additional books. There
should be provided duplicate e pies of the bowr textbooks. other
books on special subjects, articles, newspaper clippings, etc. Thi.kk

books are necessary in order that the pupiPmay investigate albthe
questions that arise. lie will profit by the training which collies
from learning how to find the answers to his questions from many.
sources of information. These books should .providt entertaining
readink .13y. which the pupil's interest in thing - ehemical may be
stimulated and developed.

(b) Individual topics and reports. -The study of special topics
and reports upon them by individual members should be a regular
feature of the class work. Pupils should be encouraged along the
line,of their special interests, and lists of topics should be suggested
1,3; the teacher from time to time. By this plan individual initiative
and ability maybe given encouragement and the whole class stimu-
lated.

(c) Optional experinients. The pupils should be given encoor-
agelent to bring in materials to test in various ways and, when-
ever time permits, to perforth additional experiments, the results of

which may be reported to the class. In. the chemistry laboratory
not necessary. or desirable that all pupils be always at work on the

same experithent. Even if the experiment is essentially the same, a
.
variety of materials may often be used, and each pupil may contrib-
ute to the general result. For example, if colored cotton cloth is to

.
be bleached by chloride of lime, let the pupils bring in samples from

ahomge that a variety of colors may be tried out; or, if the presence
otooal-tar dyes is to be tested ineandy or food products, each pupil
should be responsible for his own materials. In this way the work
of the class will have a breadth and scope which will make the results.

more 'significant.
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(d) The review.. In chemistry the number of detailed facts is so
great, and the application of its principles so wide, that frOm time to
time a definite plan for insuring proper organization of ,ideas is
needed. These need not he formal reviews and tests, though such have
their place, but they should always be exact and comprehensive.
Quizzes should frequently follow excursions or a series of labora-
tory experiments upon some central topic of study. %These should

conducted in such a way as to lead pupils to organize knowledge
thwnselves rather than to force upon them a classification of the

material that does not develop from their own work.
(c) Excursions. Many topics in chemistry should be initiated or

,zupplemented by an excursion to a factory or industrial plant where
t he operations may be viewed at first hand. If such excursions are
to be really profitable. there must be a very definite plan covering
t he things to he seen. The first recitation after such -An excursion

l?e devoted to answering questions suggested by what has
been seen and -to defining further stildies based upon these observa-
tions. The great value of the excursion lies in the opportunity to
give the pupil a vivid conception of the practicability of chemical
knowledge and to make him see that there is a definite relation be-
t wen the test tubes and beakers of the:laboratory and the vkts, con-
centrators, and furnaces of the factory. t.

(f) Science clubs. 'Whenever the number of students takingchem
istry is sufffient to warrant the formation of a chemical club, this
is desirable. The members of the chemistry class should be encour-
aged to-join or.organize a science club and to make it an attractiv.t
feature of the school life. In small schools' a science section may
he a part of a literary or debating society, thus widening the inter.
gists served by such an organization. Such a club provides motive
and oppoitunity for the exercise of individual interest and effort,
and the interest of the whole school may be extended through it.

De Specific principles controlling reorganization.-1. Larger units
of study.The number of important principles and facts in chem-
istry is-so great that there is grave danger that many topics will
remain isolated and unorganized in the mind of the student. Reor-
ganization should develop larger units of study connected by and
emphasizing natural relationships. .

(a) These larger units of study should be presented in such al

manner as to appeal to the pupil personally.
Interest is not likely to be aroused if the more important elements

are taken up itt the order suggested by the ptiriodie system. It is
equally destructive of enthusiasm to use one unvarying plan of
study with every element, as occurrence, physical and chemical
properties, methods of obtaining, uses, important compounds, etc.
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(b) The selection of These large topics should not be handicapped
by the traditional content of the course. Traditional divisions should
be retained only when they are found to aid the pupil in making his
own organization of the facts and principles involved.

Such topics should show many cross relationships, necessitating
the use of information previously gained in new situations and serv-
ing to fuse all into an organic whole. Thus, midden leaps into abso-
lutely new material would be avoided or at least greatly reduced.

As an illustration, the interesting, unified, and vitally significant
topic of fertilizers can be developed out of information usually sup-
plied under such isolated headings as nitrogen, phosphorus, potas-
sium, sodium, calcium, sulphur, carbon,- etc.

(c) Certain topics of chemistry cover wide fields. The large topic
is valuable because it shows broad relations and secures the right
sort of organization in the mind of the pupil. Neutralization,
hydrolysis, oxidation. etc., are examples of such topics, which are
constantly recurring in new phases and which should be brought out
not once but many times.

2. Laws and theories.A chemical law or theOry should be taught
as a generalization, justified by experimental data, or as a device
to explain things that the pupil is eager to understand. Likewise,
chemical mathematics should be developed through problems arising
from the laboratory work or through practical problems that the
chemist is called upon to solve in everyday situations.

E. Content.Different introductory courses in chemistry contain
much in common in that they deal with fundimental facts, concepts,
laws, and theories, but the teaching of these fundamentals must be
influenced by the particular conditions and purposes which control in
the individual school. It is not the purpose of the committee to lay
out the work in detail or to offer a syllabus, but to i4uggest by a few
type topics the character of the organization recommended. These

have been selected solely as illustrations, and no sequence is implied
by the order.in Aich they appear here.

1. The atmosphere. (A sample introductory topic.)(a) Physi-
cal properties. ,Recall, or perform demonstratioq experiments to
show, that air possesses weight, exerts pressure, expands when heated,
and is compressible. Demonstrate diffusion of gases by spilljng am-
monia. Development in simple way of kinetic molecular hypothesis
as basis for explanation. Demonstration experiments to illustrate
Boyle's and Charles's laws, if needed.

(b) Air and Wning. How does a candle burnt Structure of
flame : Products gitcombustionidentifisstion of water by condensa-
tion,. soot by deposit on cold objects, and carbon dioxide by reaction
with lime water. (Water may be electrolyzed to show its composition.).
Oeflnitlons of element, compound, mixture, and chemical changes.
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Coniposed chiefly of carbon and hydrogen. Prove by burn-
ing coal, gasoline, kerosene, gas, wood, etc. Luminosity of flame
due to carbon. Kindling temperature.

(c) Oxygen. Laboratory study of oxygen and burning in oxygen
contrasted with that in air. Action on metals. .

(d) Composition of air. Analysis, using phosphorus and iron
filings. Residual nitrogen tested for effect on combustion. Nitroge:1
a-; diluting material in air. Is it fortunate air is pot all oxygen?

(e) Other questions to be considered or used for assignintnt pin-
poses: How was oxygen discovered? How abundant is it? How
are rusting and decay different from burning? How is spontaneous
combustion caused ? What precautions should be used to avoid
Why is perfect combustion desirable in furnaces and steam-power
plants? Why is imperfect combustion dangerous in stoves or.grates?
Oxyacetylene process for welding and cutting. How is oxygen 'pre
pared for commercial purposes? Oxygen as necessary to life. Ven-
tilation for health and comfort. Corrosion of metals, causes and
p re ve

2. Ilrification of water.(a) Importance of the question from
standpoint of health and industry.

(b) Common impurities and their reameal: Sedimentation and fil-
tratinti for suspended matter; boiling to deStroy bacteria; coakula-
lion to.remove sediment and bacteria (use shun and lime water);
distillation to remove dissolved mindals; chlorination with bleach-
ing powder (chloride of !intik; add solution of bleaching powder to
water and taste) ; tests fOr snlphates, chlorides, calcium compounds,
and organic minters; laboratory testing of spring and mineral
waters collected by pupils.

(c) How cities get pure Mater: Protecting the catch basin (New
York) ; sedimentation and filtration methods (St. Louis) ; coagula-
tion and precipitation method (Columbus) ;.demonstration experi-
ments to illustrate; excursion to local pumping station and study of
system of purification employed.

(d) Soft and hard water, temporary and permanent varieties;
effect of hard water in tubes of steam boilers (specimens of boiler
tales); why a laundry needs soft water; action of' hard water on

soap; softening power of borax, ammonia, soda, .soap, and washing
powder of various brands.

(e) Sewage disposal: Relation to pure water supply of other cities
or communities; dilution method (Chicago drainage canal); oxida-
tion methods (spraying, activated sludge) ; methods for small totvna
and ruhl homes; the septic tank.

S. Limestone, lime, and allied products.---(This topic is developed
in considerable detail, suggesting a possible plan for correlating,

ia 4.1.0
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laboratory and classroom work, excursions, and individual, reports.
and showing how drill in equation writing and problem solving niay
naturally arise.)

IN TILE LABORATORY. IN 311E CLASSROOM.

1. Excursion to limestone bluff or
quarry. Collection and display of
limestone fossils. _Observe, on the
way, any limestone or marble used in
buildings. Visit limekiln and hy-
drating plant If possible.

2. Note texture, solubility; reaction
to moist litmus, and effect of acid on
a limestone lump. ileat the lump,
mite changes in the above properties.

3. Using quicklime, note heat MI

solution, reaction to litmus, etc. Pour
the following mixtures in the form of
thick pastes, into match-box molds:
(1) Lime and water; (2) lime and
sapd and water; (3) lime, sand, c'e-
meat, and water. Allow to stand until
hardened. Examine these specimens
for suitability as mortar. Test these
specimens, also old mortar. with acid.
Test evolved gas. Examine both in
Place and as laboratory specimens,
samples of mortar: plaster, concrete,
reinforced concrete.

4. Note properties of a piece of native
gypsum: Heat a crystal, note water
driven off and change in form. Pour
thick pasta .of plaster of Purls into a
Match box, and press In* It some ob-
ject such as a nut, small brass orna-
ment, or small clay model, previously
greased with vaseline. Let paste
harden thoroughly.

4. Test' the solubility of a limestone
lump in (a) distilled water; (b) rain
water; (C) distilled water into which
(Wilma diexide-has been passed to acid.

1. Discussion and explanation of
the tootle of limestone deposit. ub
servation of fossil Shells, corals, skele-
tons. Reference to geology text.
Study of metamorphic limestone
(marble) and uses of marble and lime-
stone in buildings.

2. Discuss lit to limekiln, or list.
diagrams. Describe use of "

light " in stereopticons, etc. Deriva-
tion of the phrase " to seek the lime-
light."

3. Make sure that the st udentts can
write equations, and fully understand
the eliemleal reactions from limestone.
calcium carbonate as quarried, to cal
glum carbonate as the final product in
mortar or concrete. Prepare and dis-
cuss the following speial reports:
":Illinufacture of lime hi la e quan-
tities:" " Manufacture of hydrated
lime; " "The use of limeens a disha-
fectant;" "The use of lime
water) in metileine;" "Use of ilme in
whitewash; "Source and "manufac-
tore of cement ;" "The use -of mortar
and concreje in the construction of
walks, buildings, bridges, !Xmas, pipes.
tile, furniture; " "The proportions of
different ingredients, .the erection mid
111119g of forms, mixing machines.
etc.the reports of an intetivlew pith
n practical plasterer, and eoncrete
foreman; " "Artificial building stone."

4. Discuss occurrence of gypsum.
Equations for heating gzpsuni and fur
setting of plaster of Paris. Prepare
and discuss special reports: ''.Manu-
facture of plaster of Paris" on n
large scale; 't Uses of plaster of Paris
In molds, statuary, for broken bones.
white coat for plaster, etc.; " " Maim-
facture and uses of calcimine."

5. Discuss solubility of limestone in
. carbonated "rain water. Special re-
port: "The formation of caves awl
sink holes ^; "The forMation of stalac-

..



rity. Filter and test for calcium with
ammonium oxalate. Pass breath
through limewater. Burn a splint iu
a bottle, add Ihnewater, and shake.
pass ,,arbon dioxide through limewater
mail the precipitate is redissolved.

.
IL Shake any of above solutions in

%% Melt some limestone has dissolved
}brie soap solution, adding drop by
d,.p. Preparc the following samples:
to) Distilled water; ( b) Imloblv cur-
i .4 01 (HON lily through water, and shake
e ith ground limestone. filter; (el add
.I'N oral drops of saturated calcium ..go_
elude solution to water; Id) hydiant
water. To one-third of each all
soap solOtion (approximately Clarke's
standard) from burette unit record
.1mourcassled to form suds. Boil one-
third of each vigorously. Observe any
precipitate. Ether and tubd soap solu:
lion as before. To one-third of each
add'a few o.. of washing soda solut len,
Olen soup solution as before.

Test the effect of other softening
agentsammoida, borax, lime, oln-
mrial softening agents, and boiler
p ill .a ra t ion..
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7. Test solubility of powdered lime-
some in weak acidsdilute hydro
chlorlc, carbonic, citric.

Test soil In a swampy place for acid-
ily, sprinkle with powdered limestone
and test several days later.

Extract soil whit HCIburn bones
and extract ash with HOcoagulate

filterand test all filtrates for
calcium with ammonium oxalate.

Examine face powder. testing for
chalk or gypsum.

Examine blackboard crayon.

tttes. and stalagmites." The IhneWater
test for carbon dioxide. Equations for
Were processes.

Discussion of temporary and per-
manent hardness. Methods of soften-
lug each. Complete set of equations.
(This is an excellent exercise on in-
terpretatiou of results.) Require spe-
cial reports: " Household experience in
the use of river and spring water in
trashing and cooking "; "The use of
hard water in boilers" (illustrated
with specimens of boiler scale) ; " Com-
parative cost of softening water with
different agents, including soap";

Whitt arc commercial softening
agents composed of?"

It is believed that the softening
}sower of washing soda is more 100-
rally discussed under this beading than
in the chapter on "Sodium," and that
"Hardness of water" should be
treated In detail\here unless included
in such a topic as the "Purification of
water," previously outlined. At any
rate, the cross reference should be
made, the facts reviewed, and the prin-
'elides extended to the new topic.

7. Special reports and discussions:"
" What causes acid soils?" " What
crops will not grow in acid soils?"
The use of ground limestone (and

plaster) on acid soil"; "An interview
with a progressive farmer or fertilizer
salesman on method of calculating the
amount of limestone needed per acre of
son "; The presence of calcium com-
pounds in plant and animal tissues";

Use of popdered limestone for tniscel-
itineons purposes."

4. Simple inorganic preparations.The introduction of simple,
inorganic preparations to the laboratory work of the second half of
the year furnishes every desirable opportunity for the bright pupil_
to test his ability. It gives him 'a chance to do extra work, learn
additional chemistry, and gain considerable skill in manipulation.
The materials for this work include: Copper sulphate from copper
scraps; copper nitrate as by-product from preparation of nitric
oxide; ammoniumcopper sulphate from copper sulphate; wen-
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rolls nitrate and mercuric 'nitrate from mercury; boric acid from
borax ; zinc sulphate as a by-product of the preparation of hydro-

gen; sodium thiosulptiate from sodium sulphate; mercuric sulpho-
cyanide from mercuric nitrate; zinc oxide from zinc sulphate; and
potassium nitrate from wood ashes.

It has been demonstrated that the pupils are greatly interested
in such experiments and spend many hours willingly in completing
these preparations..

The committee does not desire to outline other topics in detail,
since too much elaboration might tend to retard rather than stimu-
late the proper reorga 'nation of the chemistry course. The follow

ing list is added to a great variety of interesting topics which
inay be drawn upon illustrative and informational purposes and
for developing the fundamental generalizations of chemistry. Local
conditions, the interest and needs of the particular class, and the
time available should determine the choice of such topics and their
proper organization into the larger units of study. The following
list could be greatly extended:

Glass.Crown, flint, lead, special glasses, coloring of glass.
Clay products.Brick, pottery, chinaware, porcelain.
Artificial 'stone.Lime, plaster, mortar, hydraulic cement, concrete stuc,,,

plaster of purls.
Fertilizers. Problems of soil fertility, elements needed by growing plant and

function of each. Photosynthesis and carhon dioxide cycle. Nitrogen cycle
and function of nitrogen fertilizers. Use of limestone and phosphate rock.

Coal.--Composition and fuel values of different varieties. Distillation of coal
tar, light oil, middle oil, heavy oil, tar, pitch. Relation to dy& and explosives.

Petroleum.Fractional distillation into burning oils, solvent oils, lubricants,
paraffins. I'robleru of gasoline supply and possible exhaustion'oi petroleum.
-Wood.Distillation of wood to produce methyl alcohol, acetone, acetic acid,

charcoal.
ExplosiVes.Black powder, nitroglycerine, dynamite, guncotton, trinitro-

toluene. Relation to nitrogen fixation by arc, Haber, and cyanide processes.
Paint, varnish, etc. Oil paints and driers, varnish, shellac, copal. Linseed

oil, oilcloth, linoleum.
Pigments. White lead, red lead, iron oxide, lead chromate, etc.
Textile fibers.Natural and artificial silk. Wool: Scouring, bleaching, felt-

ing, etc. Cotton: Bleaching, mercerizing, etc.
Dyeing.Direct and mordant dyes.
Cleansing.agents.By acid: Oxalic, hydrochloric. By alkalies: Caustic soda,

8014 emulsification. By special solvents: Carbon letrachlorld, benzene. Com-

position of trade-marked cleaning fluids.
Photography.Blue prints, plates; films, prints, toning, etc.
Food constituents.Starch ptyparations from corn; cooking to dextrin and to

rate, hydrolysis to glucose.
Sugare.Preparation and refining of beet and cane varieti ; conversion to

caramel; inversion. I -
Fats. - -Olive oil, cottonseed oil, butter, oleomargarine, hardening oils by hy-

drogenation.
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Proteins. Albumins, casein, eliten, peptones, gelatine, vitamines.
neverages.Charged waters, soda, mineral, infusions, tea, coffee, chocolate.
Frtht jukes (artificial flavors), fermentation.
i'olsorrs and common antidotes.Common inorganic drugs.
Leavening agents. Yeast, soda, baking powders.
Matches.--Ordinary and safety types.
Adhesives. Guars, paste, dextrin, glue, casein, water glass (sodium silicate).
Inks. Various types.
Refuse disposal.Sewerage, garbage; fermentation and putrefaction ; chic

prMlems; disinfectants and deodorizing agents.
Preserving.Sterilizing, pasteurizing, dessicating, pickling by salt and sugar;

,iernical preservatives and tests Tor them.
Metals.--Extraction processes; oxide ore, iron, suifid ore, lead; electrolysis,

sodium and aluminum ; extraction of other metals may be studied by comparison.
kith these'

Metals used fur basic purposes, iron, copper, aluminum, lead ; for ornament,
gold. sliver, nickel ; for alloys, bronze, brass, solder. type metal, antifriction or
bearing metals, fusible metal.

F. Differentiated chemistry courses ,tor certain curriculums.
content of the regular course in chemistry hits been indicated in
two sections just preceding. It is designed to meet the n :.s of
young people and to enable such as need it to count the o k done
for college entrance. It. remains to show how modified chemistry
courses may be offered to meet the requirements of special groups
of pupils by including topics and problems' bearing more directly
on the work these pupils will enter or in which they are already
engaged. These differentiated courses are chiefly of two types, those
which aim to better prepare girls for home making and home man-
agement and those offered in technical curriculums to suit the needs
of students primarily interested in industry. These two types are
briefly considered.

1. Courses in household or domestic chemistryThere are two
methods which are followed in teaching househOld or domestic
chemistry. Girls may he taught the regular chemistry the first half
of the year and the second half they may be given instruction in
topics relating directly to the home, or a year's course inhousehold
chemistry may be given. Each school should choose the method best
adapted to its organization. If a year's course of household chem-
istry is given, the first half should -emphasize the study of chemical
change, combustion, water, air, acids, bases, salts, and chemictil
formulas. In the second half the following topics should be em-
phasized: Carbon compounds in their relation to fuels, cooking, and
foods; metals used in the home, as iron, copper, aluminum, and
silver; textiles and cleaning agents; dyeing and removal of stains;
fertilizers and insecticides; disinfectants and antiseptics; poisons
and their antidotes; paints and varnishes.
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2. Courses in technical curriculum.In many technical curricu-
lums there is a demand for alwo or three years' course in chemis-
try. In such cases the elementary course is given in the tenth or
eleventh year, followed by qualitative analysis and organic chemis-!
try. Some teachers may prefer to give in the second year a half
year of advanced general chemistry and a half year of qualitative
analysis. In addition to these, special courses for certain types of
students should be offered if there are facilities and if there is suffi-

4'cient, demand for the work. To illti'strate, a few courses which
have been successfully tried in the continuation and evening clas:ses
of a large technical high school ale described:

(a) Chemistry for nurses: Girls who study nursing find it of
great advantage to know something of the fundamental principle.
of Chemistry. .Many of the girls have not completed A high school
coursetand have not studied chemistry. For such girls a special
course consisting of laboratory work and discussion two afternoons
a week for 13 .weeks is given. This course covers elementary chem-
istry through carbon compounds, and emphasis is placed on the
study of substances used as drugs and in the home.

(4 Chemistry for electroplaters: A large percentage of men
actually engaged in the electroplating of metals have only a.comingn
school education, and their work is done mechanically. Without%
knowledge of the fundamental principles of chemistry and elec-
tricity the men find mucirdifficulty in solving their problems. To
remedy this conditiOn the National Society of Electroplaters has

'been organized:. At least one technical high school has been co-
operating with this organization the past two years. A special
class for electroplaters has been conducted in the evening school.
The men study elementary chemistry, electricity, and volumetric
analysis and discuss their problems with the instructor. The stu-
dents are very enthusiastic over the course and they have become
more intelligent and skilled workers.

(o) Chemistry for pharmacy: Some high schools offer a course in
pharmacy. For this purpose a, three-year course in chemistry is
desirable. The first year the pupils study elementary chemistry,
which differs from the regular course by emphasis on technique.
preparation of tinctures and ointments, the study of drug manu-
facturing, and chemical arithmetic: Qualitative analysis is studied
the second year, quantitative analysis and organic chemistry the
thiid year.

(d) Special courses for workmen and foremen M chemical indus-
tries: Some manufacturers permit their employe to study in tech-
nical high schools for ohe afternoon a week in order to mike them
more intelligent workers. The chemistry course in these cases is
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adapted to the needs of the individuals. Where facilities permit
there is opportunity for great service to the men and the community.
A course in simple, inorganic preparations, such as ammonium,
sodium. and potassium compounds, is valuable to teach in connection
with or following the elementary course.

IV. PHYSICS.

A. Why reoryonhation i8 necessary.The need fora thorn ugh
reorganization of phyics is evidenced by the following consilkra-
t ions :

(1) The content and methods ad presentation in vogue for the past
-'2U years have failed to make a vital appeal to most pupils. With the
large majority the subject has aroused little enthusiasm.

(2) The content has been too largely that handed down by tradi-
tion through the textbooks, which were largely based on the logical
organiption of subject matter, neglecting the interests of pupils and
the,laws of learning, Some of the material is obsolescent or wholly
obsolete, because it treats of applications of physical theory to prob-
lems now of little or no value; and much of it has no connection with
the present-day activities in the industries, in municipal enterprises,
on the farms, and in the homes.

(3) The teaching of the past has too frequently assumed that a
principle may be readily grasped if only it be once stated in clear
language and. illustrated by a few examples, and that it may then be
generally applied with comprehension and completeness. It is now
recognized that principles may be best arrived ,at and comprehended
through solving problems. From such experiences the teacher should
guide and stimulate the pupils to recognize that they must arrive at
the generalizations by their own mental processes. In order tothave
the power to apply these principles, pupils must have practice in
applying them. Such applications not only make the principles.
usable, but also clarify the understanding of the principles them-
selves and stimulate the interests of the pupils.

(4) With a few exceptions the class work and the laboratory work
have not been intimately connected. A formal list of laboratory
experiments has been made the main feature of the course, and
formal textbook recitations not closely related to the laboratory
experiments have completed the program. This failure to coordinate
laboratory work with recitations and class discussions is pedagogically
unsound and is wasteful of effort.

(5) The traditional courses do not contribute as physics can and
should to help pupil to understand the higher type of vocations in
whiCh psics ftt fundimental,, such as mechanical and electrical pro-
fessions ittd trades. tis failure prevents physies from making the
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guidance, and also in giving a liberal understanding of the world's
work.

(6) Many schools have already made changes which have resulted
in marked improvements in interest and in outcome.

B. Local surveys needed.In order that the teaching of physics
may be adapted to actual needs, the teachers in eaclr school should
make a careful survey to determine what physical facts and phenom-
ena are especially significant in local occupations and contacts,'since
upils of high-sehool age naturally look forward to -taking active
rt in adult vocational, social, and civic life. These facts ant
ienomena, collected in the survey of the whole subject, should be

analyzed and classified with reference to the principles of physi s
that underlie them, with reference to the wideness and frequency of
their uses, and with reference to the interest and teaching utility of
the projects arising therefrom.

C. Aints.Physi( s, in common with the other science courses in
secondary education, should be directed so far as possible to 'the
realization of the seven main -objectives of education defined by
the Commission on the Reorganisation of Secondary Education to
be: Health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home mem-
bership, vocation, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical
character. To realize these objectives education must develop ter-
tain specific interests, ideals, habits, and powers, as well as an essen-
tial body of knowledge.

Among the habits and -abilities which should be developed in all
science teaching and whip should be emphasized in physics instruc-
tion, the following may be enumerated :

(1) .Observing accurately significant facts and phenomena, and
at the same time neglecting distractions* and details that have no
direct relation to the problem in hand.

(2) Developing a methodical plan of attack before-beginning an
experiment or set of. observations.

(3) Using eyes, ears, and hands before consulting books, when
knowledge of phenomena iAsought.

(4) Maintaining system, order, and neatn in the arrangement
of apparatus and appliances for the observatio a nd experimental
work.

(5) Using care and intelligence in the manipulation of tools and
apparatus, endeavoring to acquire a good technique.

(6) Making measurements -where quantitative knowledge is re-
quired, always carefully; intelligently, and as accurately as is de-
manded by the mature of the knowledge sought, but not more so.

-6



THE PRINCIPAL COURSES IN SCIENCE. 517 (7) Making and recording calculations accurately and rapidly,
using practical aids in computatiiin such as logarithms, mulEiplica-
tion tables, and the slide rule. IP

(8) Maintaining accuracy and methodical procedure in arranging
and tabulating the data obtained from experiments and observa-
t ions..

Physics must teach its pupils to consider common physical phe-
nomena carefully and to interpret and classify observations, to the
end that the knowledge gained may become orderly in arrangement._
For example, if a flamelike luminosity is observed, is it due to com-
bustion of gases, or to incandescence caused by the passage" a an
electric current, or to electrostatic ,diseharge, or to phosporescence ?
When we seek to explain it we are really referring it to its proper
class and attributing to it the properties that we know belong to
ethers of the same class. We are trying to record, predict, or indi-
cate its properties by placing it first in a large class, then 'in a smaller
elms within the larger, and so on, until we get it into the smallest
class we know. We.then know something about its causes and effects
because we.know it to be like others in that class whose properties are
already familiar. By practice in making such interpretations, Cer-
tain'habits, methods, and ideals as to interpretation may be developed.

It is not the purpose of this report to present a syllabus in physics.
Teachers should make their own, because the subject matter must be
adapted to the needs of the pupils, and these needs vary widely
throughout the country. The .subject matter should be made simple
enough to be clearly comprehended by the pupils. It should be of
fairly obvious utility, from the pupil's standpoint? in the accom-
plishment of some worthy purpose. It must havethe greatest number

..wf elements in common with everyday situations, within the experi-
ence, interest, and knowledge of the pupils, or in common with the
situations in which they may reasonably be expected to take part,
when they have become adults._ Information that does not square
With these criteria is not like.y to afford real training in the habits
and abilities outlined above.

Considerations to be kept in mind in teaching physict are sum
marized as follows:

(1) Adapt the organization of physics to the nature and needs of
the pupils, bearing in mind especially adolescent characteristics and
individual differences.

(2) Select subject matter thoughtfully,Aoosing that amount and
kind which, in View of the nature aid needs of pupils, is likely to
be individually and socially useful. So present it that it will be
actually usable when needed.

(3) Use constantly those types of procedure thatare of the high-
est value and widest application both for the, individual aallthrough
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him'to society. The methods of teaching and control should such

as to cause these modes of procedure to be formed into habits:
(4) Develop as far as possible those scientific ideals that served to

motivate the great discoveries and achievements of physics,
. (5) Develop as far a% possible -scientific insight and powers,. of in-
terpretation.

(6) Secure thy, cultural values of physics by developing tastes and
appreciation for scientific pitirsults, either as vocations or avocations,

(7) Acquaint pupils with the lives of some of the great leaders
in science, especially those who were obliged to make great effort or
undergo great sacrifice in their efforts to establish truth.

D. Alethod8.(1) Projects.To accomplish the aims stated above*
the teachef should use both .individual.istudent projects and class
projects. But the project method should not be employed to such an
extent as to sacrifice unity, coherence, and adequate scope.

The worthwhileness of the project must be recognized by the indi-
vidual in individual project work° and by the class in class project
work.

When a project is adopted by an individual student, he should he
encouraged to use his own initiative in devising methods for carry-
ing it out, but should have the teacher's guidance whenever needed.

When a project is adopted by the class, initiative on the part of the
class should be encouraged in the choice of methods, under the guid-
ance of the teacher. The socialized recitation is of special importance
in connection with the class project.

(2) Correlation.The three princii methods in use.during the
p 10 or 15 years are the:recitation met iod, the class- demonstration-
met s d, and the laboratory method. Theoretically, these methods
were s have been closely connected in the treatment of a given'por-
tioa of the subject .mat er ; but this desirable intimate connection or

.
correlation has not be n generally maintained. The laboratory les-
sons often bear Very 1. tle direct relation to the recitation/ and class
deinonstrations. Th e has been too little experimenting by the
teacher or by pupils fore the class.

(3) Unit of instruc ion.The unit of instruction, instead of con-
sisting of certain secti s. or pages from the textbook, or of a formal
laboratory exercise, sli rld consist of a definite question, proposition.
problem'', og- project, set up by the class or by the teacher. Su& ir
problem demands for i solution, recalling facts already known.
acquiring new information, formulating and testing hypotheses, and
ieasoning,.both inductive an deductive, in order, to arrive at correct
generalizations and conclusions.

This method-calls for an organization. in which information, ex-
periniental work, and methods of attack, all are organized'with refer-

. en theihearings on the solution of the problem .The recitation,
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the laboratory lesson, and the'class demonstration should not be dis-
crete and unrelated, units. Each should have its part in the activities,
the gathering of inforffiation; and the reasoning essential to the con-
lusion reached. ar.'

(4) Class conference.The usual formal recitation should be re-
daced by a well-balanced combination of group and individual work.
In group work the class conference fosters cooperation, investigtion,:reeiprocal

interrogation, !yen or free for all discussion, and the
thary

scientific method of study and problem solving, as opposed to me-
moritee repetition. In the class conference the teacher selects a topic
suggested by one, or more of the preceding exercises or assignments.
fly questions and smaller 'topic assignmeitts the teacher leads the
class to -summarize the knowledge prevotisly acquired. Additional .
knowledge and experiment are necessary for the intelligent under-
standing of the facts or _principle 'involved in the main topic. The
pupils are stimulated tO set up hypotheses, to experiment, and to pro-'
pose methods for testing out the different. suggestions. The experi7
ments and tests are made by teacher and pupils at the demonstration
table or in the laboratory. At later conferences the final conclusions
ate re-ached. They are then appiied.either in securing other knowl-
edge or in verifying and explaining practical applications as ob-
served in the industries or elsewhere. Initiative should be given full
scope in the class conference, but the discussion should be conducted
in an orderly and effective manner. It may even be well to train the
py,pils in parliamentary rules and to insist on observance of those
rules in the classroom. The teacher'should endeavor to avoid domir
matting the discussion on the one hand, or letting it become aimless
and desultory- onthe other hand.

(5) Laboratorrvrork.The high-school physics laboratory is too
often thought of as a phiee in which to " verify laws," to "tx prin-
ciples in mind," to "acquire skill in making measurements," or to
" learn to be accurate observers." With a project or a problem as the
unit of instruction and its solution as the motive for work, the pupil
should go to the laboratory to find out by experiment some facts that
are essential to the solution of his problem, and that can not be ob-
tained at first hand by other mean. With such a motive he is more
nearly in the situation of the real scientist who is working on a prob-
lem of original investigation. He. is getting real practice in the use
of the scientic Method. The problem or project should underlie the
"laboratory dxercise." For example, instead of aiming " atletermine.,
the specific gravity. of &liquid," the-pupil may be incited to find out
whether; the milk delivered at his doOr has probably been watered.
This is a project of vital interest Ire. the pupil himself and to hie
family at home, anti it involves findirg the specific gravity of
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milk. Laboratory problems in physics should provide direct and
obvious connections between what immediately precedes and follows.

The. following principles with reference to the conduct of the
physics laboratory work have becoine fairly well standardized, and
are recommended as important:

(a) The number of laboratory problems per year should lie some-
here between 30 and 50, according to the nature of the problems

chosen and the circumstances controlling the work. The preference
should in general lie with the smaller number, thoroughly and intel-
ligently worked out and reinforced by freqUent, subsequent applica-
tions so as to insure permanent retention.

(b) The schedule for work in physics should provide for laboratory
periods of from 60 to 90 minutes in length.

(c) The maximum number of pupils that can he efficiently directed
in a physics laboratory division by one teacher is 25; better work can
be accomplished when the nurtimurn is 18 to 20. If more than 25 are
working-in the laboratory, there should be a competent assistant in

addition to the teacher.
(d) Each pupil should be required to keep a notebook record of

all his experiments. The notes should be clear, concise, and syste-
matically arranged, and should be repeatedly utilized in subsequent
work.

(6) Notehooks.The notebook should.contain a statement of the
problem; a brief derscription of the apparatus, materials; and pro-
cedure; tabillations of numerical data, with original calculations,
when calculations are involved; the conclusions reached; and a
brief statement pf such precautions and sources of error as it is

necessary or profitable to consider. Graphs and drawings should
be.used as means of expression or interpretation, not as ends in them-
selves. The use of printed forms, Where the pupil only fills in the
blanks with figures and words, should be discouraged as tending to
inhibit thinking rather Than to stimulate it. All notes belonging
directly to the laboratory work should be recorded in the laboratory

the time of making observations-or Of doing the work. Original
notes should be Made with such, method and care that copying of
.notes will be unnecessary.

(7) Demonstrations.I the classroom the demonstration experi-
ment with informal comment and running conference should be
frequent, and formal lecturing the exception. The lecture demon-
stration, however, htts its undoubted uses in high-school physics.
Accounts of new discoveries in physics, demonstrated, by experi-
menti and lantern slides, will ,present a fascinating and effective
appeal and furnish strong incentives for study. Accoupts of the
lives and labors of gteat physicists, and especially of the 'formative
inffuencei and.charaater development that gqntributed to their great-
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ness, serve to arouse human interest, crystallize ideals, and motivate
effort. The help of volunteer pupils should be enlisted in the
preparation of the demonstration experiments. The demonstra-
tion, when given, should be a model of clear exposition and experi-
mental technic that will challenge admiration, arouse enthusiasm,
and stimulate imitation.

(8) Excursions.In nearly every community there are opportuni-
ties for making profitable excursions to places in which the prin-
ciples of physics taught in the schoofroom are applied. The teacher
should arrange for excursions at such times as best fit in with the
school instruction. Every available physical device in the homes.
local stores, shops, factories, waterworks, street railway or electric-
lighting power plants, school heating and ventilating plant, news-
paper-printing plant, telephone exchange, ice-manufacturing and
cold-storage` plant should be used for instruction. Mimeographed
instructions prepared before an excursion will be of great serfice.
After the excursion the things seen and their bearings on other work
should be thoroughly discussed. In a few cases written reports of
the excursion should be required, and the best of these should be
credited as oral or written compositions in English classes.

(9) Reports.During the year each pupil should be assigned one
or more definite pieces of study to be made from books or papers,
the study to be organized for presentation before the class. Assign-
tnents should be specific, giving subject, properly delimited, and
usually the books or papers to be consulted, with specific citations.
There should alwa,ys be a report in good form made to the teacher,
if not to the class.

(10) Clubs.The science club, or society, officered and managed by
pupils under teacher guidance. may prove a stimulus to science
throughout the school and may become an important faetor in com-
munity life. Physics should join with other sciences in the science
clubs of small high schools, but in some large schools a Separate
physics club may be desirable. Experiments, objects from amateur
natural-history Collections, reports on seientifi books, and articles
from magazines, biographical sketches, and also occasional lectures
by teachers should compose the programs.

E. Organization.It is assumed that physics will be given in either
the third or fourth year of the high school. Pupils will ordinarily
have had one year of general science and should have had one year
of biological science, and these science courses shoUld constitute a

d basis for the physics work. For example, the pupil ought to
kilo* something about matter and its stktes, energy, work, simple
rmithities, and should have an elemehtary idea of electrical appa-
ratus and its control; he should know how plants and animals live,
their processes of food manufacture and use, and the principles and
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practices of good health. In beginning a topic in physics a brief
review of any related facts learned from general science and biology

or from the pupil's everyday -experiences should be made. The
method which was began in the first year and carried on in the
second should make it possible for the pupil to advance more rapidly
than otherwise in his study Of physics.

(1) Problems as the basis of organization.Whenever possible

the problem should furnish the basis of organization. Subject mat-
ter should be a !Tavel! ith re fereaee to its solution. lielatmlprob-
lems organize themselves naturally into topics. Suppose the topic
is electric lighting and the problp is to find out \vhoher a mazes
lamp is more economical than a carbon lamp of the same candle-

iiower. The laws of electrical resistance, the specific resistance of
different materials, the heating power of the current, and the defi-
nitions and units in which the facts are expres'sed or the quantities
measured should be aids in soloing the problem. The skillful teacher
will not present the material completely organized for the pupils.
but bymeans of questions and suggestions will lead them to do as
much as possible of the organizing for themselves. One problem
leads to another. One fact or phenomenon suggests the need for dis-
covering another. The associations thus formed are likely to be fre-
quent and vivid and to result in satisfaction; therefore they 'are more

likely to be remembered.
(2) Unification by means of comprehensive principles.The or-

ganization of the subject matter of physics, should be progressive.
The task of recalling and selecting from the accumulating mass of
inforthation those particular items that can be applied to a new
problem .becomes increasingly difficult. Fortunately the facts of
physics can be unified by means of comprehensive principles. For
example, most physics textbooks discuss the "three classes of levers,"

making of the definitions and distinctions that may arise from
the different relative positions.Of the fulcrum, the effort applied,
and the resistance overcome. These 'distinctions serve no useful
purpose. They are wholly traditioal. In principle these levers are

alike. Each is a case of the equality of opposing moments of force
about a point; and so tire others, such as the bent. lever, wheel and
axle, capstan, single fixed pulley, single movable pulley, rack and
pinion, geard,wheel, derrick, and the door on its hinges. Instelid of
a separate faxv- for each, the one principle holds for all. It is their
resemblances, not their differences, that should be emphasized. The
ability to predict results by applying the one simple principle is
the important ability to be gained. There will be no motion if the
-moment (Pleasured' by force multiplied by arm) that tends to rotate
the device onp way about an axis is equal to the moment that tends
to rotate, it in the opposite direction about the same axis. TIAS
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principle and the principles of the parallelogram of motions and
the work principle are sufficient for the understanding of all cases
involving the action of elementary machines. By a simple algebraic
substitution any case coming under the principle of moments may
be related to the principle of work. If to the work principle and
that of the parallelogram of forces we add Istewton's third law, we
have the principles and definitions under which all the phenomena
of the mechanics of solids included in the high school course may be
grouped.
'Nearly all the phenomena of fluids worth while for high-school

students may be similarly grouped under the principle of Pascal,
the principle of Archimedes, the principle that fluid work equals
pressure multiplied by volume, and the principles already mentioned
as summarizing the phenomena of solids. Also the principle of
Archimedes may be shown to be only a type of application under
the principle of Pascal. The principle of fluid work is not a new
one, but only the definition that "work equals force multiplied by
displacement," with the factors grouped in a different way, so that
a pressure gauge may he used instead of- a dynamometer for meas-
uring the force. The relative compressibility of gases as compared
with liquids necessitates the addition of Boyle's law as an interpre-
tation of their behavior within certain limits under pressure. Other-
wise their bejiavior is like that of liquids and can be summarized
under the same laws.

After the phenomena of beat and electricity have been studied and
similarly organized under a few comprehensive principles, it will
be seen that the work principle is a special case, for solids apd
fluids, of the principle of the conservation of energy, and this
principle may be taken as tip-great unifying generalization by means
of which the phenomena in all the departments of physics are to
be linked together.

The student thus brings all his knowledge of the subject into
unified and harmonious relations by arranging small groups of
phenomena under minor principles that describe them, then arrang-
ing these minor groups into major groups under major principles
that describe all. of them in a still broader way. Finally he is led
to correlate all the major groups under such comprehensive laws
and theories as the wave theory of sound, light, and electrical radia-
tion, and the conservation of energy.

F. Content. As has been said above under the caption of organi-
zation, the course, when it reaches the final stage of organization
near the end of the year,Should take the form of a body of 'facts and
principles set forth in an orderly manner.. The facts and laws of
major importance should stand- out clearly and should be- grouped
undgr the greater principles that give unity to the science. On the'
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other hand, when the facts or principles under a given topic are first

introduced they should be organized about a series of problems or

projects.
In the order of study, the facts and principles of mechanics are

so fundan ntal to those of the other divisions, namely, heat, elec-

tricity, sound, and light, that the mechanical principles ought to

come first. At least .those most essential to the understanding of '
the others should do so, but there are many good reasons for defer-

, ring some of the most difficult mechttnical principles till near the

end of the course. For similar reasons molecular_ physics and cer-

tain portions of electricity and light may be deferred, thus giving
the course some of the advantages of a so-called "spiral" method
of treatment. Hence at first we should set up problems and projects
Mainly from the field of mechanics, then from heat, then from eke,
tricity and magentism, and finally from sound and light. There is.
however, no good reason why facts or principles from one of these
convenient groups should be excluded from every project until that

group is reached. When working out projects in mechanics, for

example, if electrical facts or light phenomena are needed for the
solution of the problem, enough information about them to serve
the purpose should be put within reach of 'the pupik but these
should be incidental. at the time and should be reviewed and organ-

ized with the other electrical facts and principles when that main

field is reached.
T In choosing the projects through which the important principles

are to be approached, and in solving which the important facts and

laws are to be acquired, a leading criterion of selection should be
the closeness of the project to the pupils' immediate interests and the
immediate interests of the locality; but this criterion should not rule

to the extent of circumscribing inquiry or curbing curiosity about

the larger interests of the State, the Nation, and the world. The value
of this criterion lies in the fact that the physical appliances and

phenoniena of the home, the farm, the near-by factory, the .municipal

water and electrical plants, are most easily perceilled by the pupil,

to be of value to them and to the locality whose welfaee is their own
welfare and whose needs are their own needs.

Under mechanics of solidi, the leading principles are those, of
gravity and center of mass, of work', energy, power, and efficiency
relations, of equilibrium of moments of force, and of the composi-

tion and resolution of forces. These principles can be approached
naturally and inductively through projects and problems connected

with steelyards and balances, balancing toys, and " mecca no " 'sets;

sewing machines, washing machineS, and wringers, and the simpler
mechanical' devices of daily household Use;-fiaiid and machine tools:

used on the farm and in the shop; and the simpler m



properties
wind mills, water wheels, and turbines, cream separators,

atmospheric and liquid pressure due to weight and depth, and to

motor boats, and sailboats.

force externally applied, all involving the principles of Pascal and

ruder mechanics of fluids, the leading principles are those of

t
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properties of' bicycles and 'Motor cycles, automobiles and farm

Archimedes, Boyle's law, and the application of the work principle
to flowing liquids or gases Wider pressure. The problems selected
for approaching these principles may come out of projects for milk
testing, pumps, efficiency of water motors and windmills and hy-
draulic rams; the barometer and its relations to measuring heights
and predicting weather changes; hydraulic presses, pneumatic drills,
balloons, submarines, and diving apparatus.

In the domain of hsat, the most important principles have to do
with the factors of measuring heat (temperature- change, specific
heat, and mass) and the units in which heat imedsured; changes
from solid to liquid; vapor, or gas, and the reverse, together with
the energy changes involved (heat of fusion and evaporation) ; the
effects of. such changes on climate; and the relations of heat. to
mechanical energy, including efficiency of heat engines and other
heat applianceS. Here the household heating and cooking apparatus,
the school heating plant, the weather apparatus and maps, the steam
and gas engines and turbines, and the smaller and more intimate
facts and factors conneaed with housing and clothing may serve as
,tartingpoints. These mayNlead to a genuine interest in experiments
with thermometers, and other somewhat
hst rant but essential experiments of thelabo-raary.
Under electricity the important principles are numerous; but they

renter mostly about the production of electricity for power, light,
and Beat; its transmission from the place of production to the place
of conversion ; and the efficiencies of the apparatus used in Producing,
transferring, and converting it. Thus the study of electricity is
largely a study of magnets, dynamos: primary and storage batteries,
elbctrical currents and wiring: transformers, motors, bells, annuncia
tors, telegraphs, telephones, electric lights, and electric heaters.
Hence, the course should deal largely with these things, and with
commercial measuring instruments, rather than with Daniell's cells,
combinations of 'cells in series-multiple, Wheatstone bridges, elec-
trostatic phenomena,licuum tubes and the like, which make up so
much of the traditional courses of the textbooks and syllabi.

Under sound, the greatest interest will *naturally center around
time simplest and most familiar musical instruments and the phono-
graph. Through these the properties of vibrating strings, reds, and
air coldly, of resonance, of simple and'complex wave motion, and.
the basis of the chromatic and tempered scales can best.be approached..-.

,
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Under light, interest in the human eye and the photographic camera

may lead easily toward projects that will result in an understanding
of the rectilinear propa;::ttion of light, its reflection by mirrors, its
refraction by prisms and lenses. The use of lenses for eyeglasses.
magnifiers. microscopes, and telescopes would then follow as a natu-'

ral subject of inquiry. Interest in color phenomena can easily be
aroused by comparing the effects produced by mixing colors with
the Maxwell disk, or the color top, with the 1.ery different effects
obtained by mixing paints or dyes; and the whole subject of color
can be interestingly reviewed and classified by careful examination
of the facts of color photography and color-process printing. A natu-
ral introduction to the wave.theory of light lies through the infer-
encefringes produced by a soap film. These may be comivd with
the "beats': produced as a manifestation of interference of sound
waves when a pair of tuning forks or organ pipes of nearly the_shme
pitch are sounded simultaneously ; and also to the nodal peaksof a
cord or wire that is vibrating in segments.

Throughout the course after the first ideas of work and energy
have been introduced, the transferences of energy involved in physi-
cal phenomena should be made prominent by directing attention to
the transfer from one body to another. 'hen heat and work relit-
tions are taken up, the transformation oWst into mechanical work.
and the reverse, should be emphasized in connection with many
examples of transformation. As the students go on through the
phenomena of electricity, sound, and light, the transference and
transformation of energy should be brought out more and more
strongly until the law of the conservation of energy has been grasped
inductively and with such clearness as to serve as a great unifying
'principle in the organized scheme of the science at which the pupils'
are finally to arrive. The tendency of energy to run down through°
friction and other wastes into less available forms and conditions
should also be brought out with increasing emphasis as the course
progresses. Such exercises as tracing the energy of light and mo-
tion of a trolley cam back to the coal or water power at the power
houseand thence back to the radiant energy from the sun will prove
to be of great interest and value.

In conclusion; the motto "Not how much, but how-well" should
control the choice of subject matter. Quality rather than quantity
of knowledge should be sought; and ability to control materials,
forces, and ideas Should be the aim, rather than the mere acquisition
of facts and laws... -



APPENDIX.

THE SCIENCB-TBACHER.

The fundamental qualities that make for success in science teach-
ing. do not differ front those essential to success in teaching other
subjects. In addition to the usually recognized values of good health,
gvatLa *ritilL.,js.)I2jse, and resexialeme, forceful personality and clearideals of the purposes of democratic education, the science teachershould be an enthusiastic lover of science, and a believer in its great
value, WW1 rightly_psed, th'e_nuliftoljnankind. The scienceteacher should possess the power of leaderZiFirat comes from
t borough knowledge of the things to be learned, the things to be done,
and the reasons therefor. Those lacking in the power of leadership,
which generates enthusiasm for the work and which makes arbitraryexactions and repressive disciplinary measures unnecessary, 'maylearn it by practice and imitation from associates. As a leader, the
science teacher must 'himself be willing to work hard. He mustshow an open mind on all questions and at all times in dealing withhis pupils as well as in dealing with the facts of the subjects ofstudy, and ideas. lie should be genuinely interested in his pupils,
their ambitions, their problems, and their success. He should be asready to tiubmit his teaching problems to experimental variation and
systematic, controlled testing, as he is to appeal to experiment within
the field of the science he is teaching.

Profound learning and research ability, although of great value,
are not. essentials fur the high-school science teacher, but he must have
sound scholarship and a large amount of common sense to know the
proper rejation of knowle* to human efficiency. The science
teacher should. neglect no opportunity to know well the sciences thathe is teaching And to keep his knowledge as nearly as possible- up todate, both as to facts and practical applications that touch closely onthe things he is teaching. His knowledge should go beyond the
mastery of the typical general college text in his subject, at least insome department or phase of it; and the more of such knowledgehe had gained through actual laboratory practice, the better. It ishighly desirable that the teacher's knowledge be extensive, coveringmany. fields, as well as intensive in a few fields. All teachers of
science should be able to draw fairly well, ready facility in the snakingof blackboard sketches ang,,chartsheing especially desirable. 'Theyshould also be skilled in the use of projection apparatus as well asthe special demonstration and laboratory apparatus pertaining totheir subjects. Science teachers should bafairly (mime in<the ueeof bench and machine tools since skill of this sort is of t
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vantage from time to time in teaching any of the sciences. Biology
teachers, of course, should be skilled in the use of the microscope, in
section cutting, and in the mounting of microscopic preparations for
use in demonstrations. The making of photographs and lantern
slides is another accomplishment of great value in all science teach-
ing. The graphical method of presenting facts is well-nigh essential

in the work of science teachers.
The better the science teacer's scholarship, the more effective is

his teaching in most cases. He should have some knowledge o hi,-

iitory, economics, and sociology, especially in those phases o the.se

subjects in which science and the scientific method are shown to he
related to human Progress and welfare. Besides his major studies in
the science or sciences which he teaches, he should have had at least
a general college course in each one of these fields of sciencebiology,
earth science, and physical science. A course in the teaching of each
of the sciences in-which he gives instruction is also very much to be

desired. .

Siiice psychology is fundamental in teaching. every scidice teacher
ought to have at least one general course in psychology; with laboa-
tory practice bearing especially on the learning processes. on the
psychology of thinking, on individual differences. and on the prac-
tical relations of these to the art of teaching. Either as toulergrad-
mite or graduate work he should acquire a practical knowledge of
intelligence tests and educational measurements and should have it
course in secondary education., including the social and vocational.
aspects of high-school problems, the relations of science to the curric-
ulum as a whole, and fundamentals of class management.

The professional spirit of the scietre teacher should prompt him to
rend, benefit from, and help support the special journals devoted to
the interests and needs of teachers of the several high - school sciences,

and to read at least occasionally such leading research journals in his
special science as are like to appeal to his students and to increaselike

own store of useful nowledge. As far as practicable, he slwnild
support and promote by membership and attendance at least one each

of the local and national societies for the promotion of science and

edudttion. The science teacher should aim to be an exponent of
science in is community and should respond willingly, whenever he
can, to invitations to give illustrated popular lectures or talks to local
gatherings or to chool on some off. the interesting awl socially

.
important phases of li bject. Finally, if he can contribute some-
thing toward improving science teaching through individual or co-
operative experimentation on content of the courses or devices and
methods of teactiipg, he should be moved by profekionai zeal to give

_., freely of his spare time and strength to this ca4e.


